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MARTINE. PLEISS Frustration 
MARK TAKSA 
Pushing The Tundra Flower 
I have waited in rented rooms, 
kitchen shared by strangers in underwear, 
for my plate to be filled by her. 
She wore a pillow case shawl, 
carried a vegetable pot of poison 
to police, accused the neighbors. 
The lye was from our suitcase. 
She trained me to keep a communist document 
in a capitalist locker, to make enemies 
who ordered me to this ice island. 
Do not laugh when I confess 
first happiness on this iceberg. 
I hammered the barrack shut 
from outside, fled the berserker 
who taught me friends were unfriendly. 
I'm leaving the berserker to freeze 
with the hawks, shrieking--
as if hiding incriminating evidence. 
I'm wandering on ice. I'm craving 
to be more altered by your smile 
breathing warmth into my face. 
Open your sari to the wind. 
Hair to your waist, 
throw chrysanthemums to the glacier. 
Wear leaves as royalty wears lace 
and I am out of my fur armor. 
Our hug dissolves ice so cold 
it rips skin from a finger. 
Sun's health burns our shoulders, 
hearts exploding. 
I am a Pole- that fact eummarizee moet of my ..biography." 
I might add that my father was a blacksmith. and my 1trandfather a 
b•herman. Mother waa a lady; so. indeed. was her mother. 
I was born in the town of Warta, Dec. 3. 1895. When about 
eight years old I carved out of soft limestone. small images of 
birds and animals--often. also. of people. These were presented. 
with my compliments. to little girls who had shown partiality for me. 
At fourteen I was admitted to the Krakovian Academy of Arts. 
My time was spent in disturbing my reverend teachers and in dis­
arranging the folds of their dignity which depended on their age. 
My training' was not of the conventional academic type. I spent 
four years in that institution attempting imal(inary subjects-in the 
form of playt}iings. Obedient only' to my own insistent nonconform­
ity. suspicious of advice or authority. I worked from my imagination. 
Never '"studying" or using models in any way. thus I am gradually 
fulfilling the measure which my self-esteem prescTibed. 
Until very recently I Lave evaded all books as they may have 
proved of educational value yet might have hindered my ••finding' 
myse1f'. In order to realize wbat tendencies were latent in my 
makeup. I ~egan ..prospecting" under the lielpful guidance of th.is 
motto; first; attempt to think and create with.in the meager means 
you natively poHess and then read. if there is nothing more worthy 
to do. 
From the very beginning I worshipped inherited traditions of 
culture. Great men whose work I saw or heard of.. I raised-in my 
admiration-to the heights of gods. but! I denied them any right 
to claim fundamental authority. 
I looked _toward Modernism and all its movements with grin­
ning face, as if to eay. ..I won't tell on you... I felt that all groups 
of modernists were composed of weakling's who cultivate their pre­
sumptions and parade their adopted individuality "arm in arm" 
with the conveniently i~vented personalism of fads and movements. 
In 1913 I left Poland. Since that time I have lived in Chicago 
and have attempted to work in my profession as well ae any European, 
a Pole. and an individualist can in these ·united States. 
Because of my necessitated stay in this country I have been 
obliged to waste two-thirds of my time idly. but because I am 
European by culture, a Pole by temperament, and a non-conformist 
by fancy, I have done enough work to £11 this book. 




• • is art also one of the numerous servants that doom man into factories 
and diseased districts of gloom? 
• is this why we build monuments and temples to beauty, and have 
parks full of Bowers? 
• is this why we make iron casts and prettily decorated lanterns-to 
show us out of the despair that is born in a dark hour? 
• is this why we build beautiful fences wrought of shining metals? 
• is this why we buy the singer•s song and train our children to smile? 
• is this why we tell Mrs. Mud that this is a hne day today. and say to 
a man in despair that God is Love? 
• is all this! to cheat ourselves in our misery and beautify the Hell in 
which we live? 
• so this is why there are Bowering' gardens ! 
• if I could do what I would-if I could only reach where I see! 
• if I could do what I wish, then would I paint skies black as a blind 
man's day... 
• I would paint churches. factories, prisons and other institutions of 
good men with blood of their makers .. and poison all the air... 
• then ! I would take those who still insist on remaining in them, and I 
would tear off the skin from their eyeballs-so that they might see 
with barren nerves, what ls! 
• I would tear the linings out of their nostrils so that they could 
smell, and Bood their lung's with cement... 
• I would make whips out of the smoke that crawls from the chimneys 
which would be my handles.. 
• then ! I would go away among' those who are not human-somewhere 
among the friendly wood.. 
SZUKALSKI 11 
LIMPING HYPOCRITE 
I , 12 SZUKALSKI 
• • as I echo through pale, empty days in search of the whispering lips 
that give me birth in thought-ripening silence-and that enslave my 
Buttering breath with kindly finger-tips. I mark on my wanderer's 
scepter the days that are gone. 
• as I lean over by-road wells. opening impatient mouth to drown my 
thirst. I find sleeping frogs in their pre-death meditation. half-taken 
by dust. 
• and when. at a chosen hour. I offer to a woman my love, masked in a 
butterHy 's wing. she puts it among hand-tinted lilies, fearing that 
it may steal away her priceless passion on its high-road dusted 
wings .. and offers me a piece of bread.. 
• then! I go and stand on a bridge that spans between Evening and 




COMMUNION OF HUNGER 
14 SZUKALSKI 
• • into a back alley I look from my window. It is raining.. 
• smoke curls out from many chimneys, jumping from roof to roof . 
• laughing with grey-green-blues. like the desires of an insane child.. 
• into a back alley I look from my window. and see the rain. like an 
old woman walking on crutches.. 
• • a wine-offerer who used to pass his hill-like back across the horizon. 
daily carrying' his offering to his god. made me think of a single 
rosary bead upon a stretched string-loosely sliding from end to end. 
• the last time I .saw him carrying a pig-skin pregnant with red-cheeked 
wine. it was shot-through with an envy-feathered arrow.. 
• the dripping wine-drops were mixed and tramped with mud by Bat­
footed smiles-that. crawling. followed him... 
• there sat three crippled, wine-less beggars. praising God. 
SZUKALSKI 15 
COMPLAINT 
The winged genius who comes to his four-breasted mother to lay his head 
on her knees. We may know of his absence from the earth by the eclipse of the 
moon. 
16 SZUKALSKI 
• • I walked towards the sun. dragging behind me my shadow, who 
whispered with laughtei--..not so fast!'' 
• then I turned back and began to run, stepping on his body-but he 
laughed still.. 
• then I began to run faster, faster--
• but he carried me on his back to the edge of a cliff and down! 
• and when my body fell. shattered and crushed, he laid himself 
under me-and also died ! 
• • I taught an old. wise monkey how to be human.. 
• it learned how to pray. when I prayed to God.. 
• it became like me.. 
• then! it imitated my God !-while I was what I was... 
• I could not even become myseH! 
SZUKALSKI 17
YOUTH AND TRADITION 
18 SZUKALSKI 
• • my early loves! 
• you are like the onion.. 
• as I peel you, shell by shell, and look again into your sealed unful­
hllrnents-
• you bring tears to my eyes.. 
[i] 
• • when I see mankind. making their gods of clay. and going in search of 
happiness with spades-as I pass by. I smile and doubt.. 
• and when. passing again. I see them sitting by the roadside lament­
ing-when I see their hearts. emptied. lying among broken spades 
and gods that were crushed with the hammers of their makers, in 
the day of doubt-
• as I pass by these! I smile.. 
• for I am richer than they. as I still have the great doubt. 
SZUKALSKI 19 
ANGER OF A PRISONER 
20 SZUKALSKI 
• • there ie, neither beauty nor ugliness in nature-for the tree grows not 
for the artist: neither does the waterfall go down instead of up. to 
please his taste.. 
• the fox does not live to have a bushy tail to decorate a womans 
shoulders after his death .. 
• the moon does not stop between two branches of a cherry tree so that 
you may say-..Jt is beautiful! .. but you yourself must go there 
where it will look most interesting'... 
• then you say. "'Now. this is the right view!.. and I say it is a question 
of opinion.. 
• all esthetic laws begin with precise de£initions. and these are created 
l:,y distinctive imagination-that is plastic thought. 
[i] 
SZUKALSKI 21 
BURDEN OF KNOWING 
22 SZUKALSKI 
• • ••will you remember to forget? .. asked the Past. 
• ..yes! I shall forget to remember••-the Future will answer... 
lil 
• • there is emptiness in me.• 
• from time to time I belch out a new reminder of sin which I have cast 
in my mould of emptineH.. 
• I am a gatherer of things: of the last gasping moan of a dying man. 
and of this that hides behind the hngernail.!!I of him who just hnished 
his duty.. 
• I am a gatherer of many strange things which cannot cry: things 
which. when put into the brain of him who is more than man. will 
split his temples with red. roaring veins. 
11 
• I am a gatherer of sins that sneak away uncaught.. 
• then when my emptiness is full of these, I let out red-faced smiles 
to dance.. 
SZUKALSKI 23 
A DEAD MOTHER 
24 SZUKALSKI 
• • I no longer value those things which have lost their purposelesenees.. 
• life is only worth living as long as it continues its childhood. its 
naivete of comprehension-by this I mean its purposelessness. 
• life-is worth while-only when it has no reason for its existence.. 
• as soon as we are sexually mature we are already in the preparatory 
stage for decay. 
• our body becomes the egg shell for the cast-off survivor.. 
• we are as the cocoon which brings new life by its death.. 
• our life is gone and our value is only. that we have the power of 
multiplying. . 
• with our eex we pay for our continuation.. 
• as soon as a thing is useful and has a reason for its existence it does 
not exist for the sake of itself but for its exchange value.. 
• the blossom is the %enith of matter•s composition... 




• • when I hear American people speaking of their depth of understand­
ing of humanity. I am reminded of a lecture I once heard delivered 
by a gold hsh inside of a glass bowl- on the subject of "I and the 
Universe r 
• really! there is reason to live life! . .. whether to suffer or enjoy... 
• I may be sorrowful. at times. or complaining. but is it not worth­
while to be starving for ideals. or. as a martyr. be withered up 
in exposure to one •s battles? 
• and when I. at last drop. I shall leav e my Besh as a fertilizer with 
which the next generation will grow potatoes-·and feed them to 




WHY I AM A MONSTER 
INTRODUCTION 
Literacy 'student' of Baudelaire. contemporarian and 'protege' of Arthur Rimbaud: 
Hughes-Alain Dal, author of a first book of poems entitled Pourquoi Je Suis Un Monstre 
(Why I am a Monste,1 is a mystery---
Durtng the past year 1n which I have worked slowly and sensitively in an attempt to 
render true to the American idiom. through French landscape, the translation of the poems 
within this book. my inquiries as to his whereabouts, history, heritage, or further 
bibliography have all been in vain. Vain in the sense that I have been unable to, from the 
scent of this first book. pick up the trail of this elusive and mysterious one... So, who then, is 
this young passionate Parisian so disillusioned yet filled with so much promise? With not 
quite the youth of a Rimbaud, or the wisdom-inspired age of a Baudelaire, he turns up in a 
time-worn and coverless manuscript on the dusty shelves of an old San Francisco used 
bookstore full of the rage and passion of one of the most dramatic literary periods in modern 
history. As Renitour says in his Preface to the original book, "Alain Dal is a true poet, and 
one With great things ahead of him." So perhaps fifty years have gone by since his first book 
was sent to print in Paris by Pierre De Ronsard Publishers. And what was to follow? A total 
'turncoat' departure from the literary world? Illness and a premature death? Other volumes 
of verse buried in obscurity living only a half-life on the shelves of Parisian bookstores? All 
of these and others remained possibilities in my mind as word by word, phrase by phrase, I 
archaeologically unearthed the inner voice of Alain Dal. 
I present to the American language-reading public the metaphors and sensibility of 
this mysterious young French prophet, for them to decide upon his literary fate within the 
hierarchy of literary-historic time... For one so young, so skilled, so honest: his work 
deserves. even at this late date and in this foreign land, a second chance to fill the gaps in the 
over-stacked shelves of modern poetry--- And it is my opinion. having spent this much time 
in intimacy with Hughes-Alain Dal, that he will, in the ancient eyes of posterity, prove more
than equal to the task! 
Thomas Rain Crowe 
excerpts from the PREFACE 
"A kind of growing desperation and we wallow in his touching cries. "Songs of 
desperation are the songs that are the most beautiful!" And you acknowledge that our age of 
hunger and our post-war illusions justify that the new generations will be scarred by the 
fate of a signature of anxiety -- this unrest of Hughes-Alain Dal is expressed in a form of 
apologies, where one discovers in terms of faith the influence of Pierre Louis and of Prevert. 
'The Baudelaire of prose poems" would not have disapproved. Dal no more than uses this
formula to say things. 
...poetry is not metrics, it is not rhyming, it is an instinct that one divines, it is a 
scenery that one discovers, it is ccy which reveals heart. Beautiful these poems. as they 
abound on the pages you are about to read. releasing a delicate and nostalgic perfume .... we're 
sure that these writings arouse reactions 1n the souls of their readers. And that the success 
with which this author is threatened will give him back self-confidence and, alter, he will see 
the world through glasses with lenses not as black. 




A foolish poet, who rhymed love and 
pear, found in a basket of surrealist fruit, 
a pear. 
In order to call up his muse. he crushed it. 
Every evening before going to bed I crush 
a pear. 
Alas, I have never again found the muse. 
But if I find it one night. I will say to her: I 
forgive you everything. if you put on your black underwear. 
I have a desire to set fire in her neck. removing 
her chain, there is her little Jesus who makes me sick 
to my lips. 
LITTLE BOY 
A little boy recited a poem. 
The poem was short, but recited too long. 
Poor little boy. 
History with words. 
I hate, I detest, I curse little boys 
who recite poems. . . . 
But I love poems which speak of little 
boys. 
Poor little poems. 
Poor little boys. 
History without words. 
translated from the French 
by Thomas Rain Crowe 
30 DAL 
THEY DANCE IN THE AIR 
Tonight, evening has put on her gala attire, 
cloth of velvets and incomparable blues 
glowing in the air. 
In a grand opening, the Immensity Theatre, 
presents the new ballet "Lost Time." 
Invited guests are filing in one after the 
other, and already a majority of heads 
are looking toward the royal box where, in a 
few centuries, the Sun King, will make his entrance. 
Tonight, centuries seeming like minutes, all 
the court is present. 
The princesses Persia and Ethiopia arrive 
in a luxurious interplanetary meteor. 
Then comes the grand courtesan Ursa Major. 
Everyone turns as she passes. 
Her beauty is as great as her name, but 
those are white horses which follow her... 
It's the old baron Sagittarius and his pieces of gold. 
Then a multitude of bird-singers precedes 
a golden stagecoach, and it is in a deafening 
uproar of cheers that the tall and 
round silhouette of the king appears. 
Near him they can see his favorite: the 
Earth. 
The king smells bad. 
The Earth is draped in immense black satin. 
Reeking of towns, reeking of mills. 
Not the least bit of light subsists now 
in the sky. 
The onlooking stars have tarnished their brilliance, and 
the piercing look of the king is veiled. 
DAL 31 
For a few moments night will be total. 
To the beats of the music, soft and lingering, 
banisters of fire are illuminated and on the fore­
stage of the horizon--Beauty, ~ike .~ Alc~one mirage, 
announces with her fluted voice: Lost Time.
11 
The curtain of nothingness tears. 
The house lights fade and we admire the 
scenery. 
In the background, at the edge of Infinity, is a 
sumptuous palace of lace, a sloping roof of glass, 
and parks of clouds giving illusion to 
the height of the palace . . . 
The garden-stones are white. 
The flowers are more beautiful than flowers. 
First, it is the moon who mimics the roundelay 
of hours. 
She whirls, she leaps, does entrechats, 
a few coupees, dies, is revived, and 
writes in the soil of the terrace: "Two o'clock," 
"Six o'clock" then rubs it all out to etch in 
the glass: "midnight." 
The curtain falls, for the first time, to an applause 
which are cries of victory. 
The moon is confused. 
During intermission, a buffet, a bar and 
private rooms offered us moon-honey, 
sky-water, Saturnian bonbons, etc.; the 
gluttony was inconceivable! 
We return into the Immensity Theatre 
where the faerie-scene is beginning. 
The curtain is raised on an abstract setting. 
The sky, the sky, and further off, more sky... 
Saturn, the stage manager, has gone 
mad. 
32 DAL 
One sees stars dancing in tutus of diamonds 
on the transparent tail of a comet. 
They go back and forth, scratching, bombing 
the V2-like shooting stars. They are making war. 
To our great surprise the set changes. 
The sky is metamorphosed into clouds. dripping 
with rain supporting the paradise where Venus 
is kept buoyant. such a marvelous sinner. offering 
Mars a cup of dew where floating on the surface is 
both vice and love. 
The dance is symbolic. 
The apotheosis of the spectacle reaches out into Hell. 
There. all worldly luminaries surround and 
slaughter a demon so large, that the God of Wisdom 
is dying ofjealousy. 
Under a thunderous applause the curtain 
falls a last time. 
The crowd is inflamed and sets fire to the ceiling of 
the Immensity Theatre, the stars are raped. 
smothered in caresses and violence. 
It is the fifth night: 
The king rises. 
He sends in fuckers on atomic bombs 
who chafe our lips and vanish into 
the evening. 
The Earth is black with anger, reeking of mills, 
reeking of towns ... 
The mood of my dreams is destroyed, and I am there, 
on earth, a man like all the rest. 
Sadness, sadness, Oh! what sober reality. 
translated from the French 
by Thomas Rain Crowe 
THOMAS RAIN CROWE 
THE CALLIGRAPHY OF FIRE 
Where the warm-blooded fish talks with 
the moon in the man tired of tongues I 
sit amidst dowsing darkness tired of rain. 
Knee-deep in the mud of love like a man who 
washes windows with the tears of a bell, near the 
high-heeled trees, near commitment to the 
knifeblade of a kiss, the searing heat of the word 'sweetheart' 
makes love to the tongue that brought an end to talk 
wagging like the blasphemy of the color blue in 
a lost weekend of dreams. 
Voiceless the pricked fingers bleeding ink 
dance somnambulist across what were once bridges 
now only white mud in the thunder of silence 
playing bingo with bells, playing 
preludes of the Mardi Gras ghost on the 
wavelike pipeline of pain moving toward sand like 
the chambered nautilus in a Chinese book. 
Here where the wallow of fame flooded from the lack of light 
makes moonshine make me look like a confessed criminal, like 
the sun stealing the rings of Saturn from space-- I 
kneel to nothing not even the knees of the she-god king 
stroking my sleep like brushstrokes over the paper of an 
open fire and the sounds of midnight like morning 
singing hail-Marys in the rain.... 
KEN WAINIO 
BOURGEOISIE 
Build a motorcycle and drive it full speed through town with your 
girlfrien~ on the back. When you get out into the country stop at the firs t 
auto accident you see. Get off your bike and throw a lit cigarette in the gas 
t~k. When the blaze subsides have your girlfriend help you scatter the 
pieces. 
Tue second thing to do is learn how to speak. Get your girlfriend and 
yourself a couple of walkie-talkies. Send her to the mountains with an 
empty canteen and go to the desert yourself to look for water. Hitchhike 
back into town ~hen you begin to die of thirst. Forget about your girlfriend. 
Throw the walkie-talkie away and forget any of it ever happened. 
Now go to the drugstore. The thing you want to do here is learn ho 
to listen. Stick a gun into the ribs of the person behind the counter and 
demand that he or she sing your favorite song. If they have forgotten the 
words make them take all the drugs in sight. Then push them out into the 
streets when they are good and stoned. 
Now you are ready to write. When you know the crowd has gathered 
~ou~d th~ exploded motorcycle go retrieve your walkie-talkie, call your 
girlfnend 1n the mountains, and have her meet you at the accident. A 
number of people will be standing around watching the fire. When you cross 
the road to McDo?ald's they will call you a reactionary. Don't worry. When 
you come back with your Big Mac they will call you an idealist. It doesn't 
matter. Poets are not allowed anyway. 
. When your girlfriend arrives with the glass of water you couldn't find 
in the ~esert have her throw it on the fire. This will delight the crowd. 
They will all get out of their cars, face each other in two lines of 
disproportionate length, about four hundred years apart, and begin to 
da~ce. The auto accident victims will run down the space between them. 
T~is . ~ance is called THE RUNNING OF THE GAUNTLET. All peoples, 
primitive and modern, practice it. The two lines of dancers are called 
UPPER and LOWER class. The long space in the middle down which the 
auto accident victims run is called the BOURGEOISIE. 
The d~cers in one of the classes, it is hard to say which, begins to 
hurl sharp obJects, with incredible religious rapidity, at the most vulnerable 
parts of the dancers in the class opposite them. This disconcerts some of 
the_dancers on both sides of THE GAUNTLET, causing them to leave the 
main body of the dance and gather into tribes for protection. Soon they 
learn their own steps and only remember the old when they drive into 
town for supplies. 
WAINIO 35 
Meanwhile , th e ancestral dance goes on. Th e auto a ccident victims 
continue to run THE GAUNTLET of the BOURGEOISIE. This is why the 
dance is sometimes called a GHOST DANCE. THE GAUNTLET is run only by 
THE SPIRITS OF THE DEAD, once belonging to the dancers of both classes 
whose bodies are n ow called THE LIVING DEAD. 
Soon the fire will be out and the dancers will drive back into town to 
watch themselves on the news. Have your girlfriend help you bury the 
wreckage. Then build another motorcycle and drive far away. It will not pay 
for you to stick around. now that you understand how things are. 
ANARCHY 
Should the walls crack open to reveal a battle scar of flowers in a 
yellow field, then the hour has come to bury the dead. I am not speaking of 
summer aftermath and that green return of seasoned anarchy. Nor does 
winter raise its violent hand. "But when does one write the poem?" ask the 
corners in rooms at the meeting halls of spid ~rs . "Does the dust of 
illumination materialize in the wake of revolving doors? Are the sequential 
spasms of time abolished?" The sea has a plug that drains the cradle and 
the fish are drunk in the saloons of shipwrecks . The wind combs back its 
foggy hair and revea ls a woman on the edge of the sea where pillars rise, 
banners flap. and hushed wings fall on the diamond sand. 
SEAN JOHNSON 
Time has no boundaries 
on the violin or the pinwheel 
holding love 
or in the arms of love 
pendulum, play the hand. 
The carver? 
Perhaps a very soul 
taking 
from the master himself 
an order of the fast. 
Rower, on your liver 
rowing under arabesques 
past the gravity of senseless 
philosophers who recede 
to a limit as a limit 
approaching 
the death of resolution. 
..grab the expanding handle 
allow neverland extremes 
meanwhile posting a notice 
about a new world 
under spring clover ... 
Leave us, take us 
closed disputes among ourselves 
can be comforting 
two pill crooks feeling 
redemption 
after years, within 
without moment. 
For years we receive princely veneration. 
To be tangled 
an inserted title 
after an asserted sequence 
slicing delicately 
all allusions to the rose. 
Heavy, ( root of the word ) 
Leaves, ( a trace of dry tongue ) 
Eyes, ( to objects near) 
several kilometers 
compiling to bind 
editions of nothing. 
.. he who pulls the longer lever 
Eludes 
confessions and possibilities 
in open air... 
To be divided 
amongst worlds 
never among. 
Aged, without standing. 
Expired, without knowing. 
Lying for many 
in gold pastures 
listening till too old 
the old word 
describing a moment 
long since conquered. 
..a romance not allowing 
an allowance to romantics 
enshrined in bearing their shrines 
between their time and wine 
remaining perfectly faithful. 
chagall 
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The water is coarse 
three leagues under the sea 
line for line 
the water is risen. 
What i see is beyond my eyes 
what i see i love 
drawn upon a cloth, inside 
what i love becomes. 
.. i 
as i have done 
astonished 
under the sun... 
i await the tornado 
fire and breath plus inferno 
carry my home away 
give excuse to unleavened days 
refusing, with a petulant wave 
lying for one. 
..there is not, but there is... 
Bury the dead embers 
with the old elders 
death for both means 
the same means 
to the simple end 
of the same word 





burn the evidence 
it is obvious. 
Nothing is here 
nothing is gone 
a slipped indifference 
on a slippery lawn 
rises and falls. rtses along 
following the earth 
the earth will fall. 
Upon the gilded post 
among the nuts 
the berries 
the fruits 
among the charge 
died the lute. 
A drop of surprise 
( it's raining ) 
on a sunken stone 





walking sidestreets breathing filthy air 
the air turns cold turning hearts numb 
the long grass now buried beneath snow 
trampled beneath a fleeing foot 
from some homeland of gomorrah ·· 
starched stiff in blackened drab 
a howling wind hurls one warning loud 
inside your fist all you can hold 
outside your fist all you can't control 
breathe in filth breathe out faith 
believing it's possible to believe in possibilities 
what seems futile until death 
causes the living to seem worthless 
living sharp as glass trickling fresh blood down 
tomorrow now stained but today you live 




See the white man 
in the green forest grave 
above the black bodies. 
On the shore 
a girl from Providence 
is found naked with silver pearls. 
The wind is scented 
with tomatoes cooking 
in red bubbling sauce. 
Ivory keys play 
in the night filled with ice 
dripping with the sap of the thorn. 
In the rancid storm 
pushed up from the Carolinas 
pink thunder catches eyes in store 
front windows. 
Hands bloodied by the stake 
fall into doctrine that 
is divinely inspired by the clergy. 
In drowning blue waves men 
question the integrity of 
their own souls and are 
blinded by the answers that 







Nihilist in the Eraser 
A Kitasono Retrospective 
curated by John Solt 
 
Critics agree that Kitasono Katue 
(1902-1978) was Japan's leading 
avant-garde poet during the middle 
fifty years of the 20th century. Born 
in Asama village near Ise Shrine, 
Kitasono went to Tokyo in 1919 to 
attend college. 
At twenty-three years of age, 
Kitasono became editor of the avant-
garde magazine, Ge-GJmgjgam-Prrr­
 Gjmgem. Kitasono did not merely 
wish to echo what was happening in 
the West -- he also wanted to 
synthesize foreign influences and 
channel them in a new direction. 
Kitasono, along with his brothers Ueda 
Toshio and Tamotsu, is credited with being the 
first to introduce Surrealism to Japan and to 
write original Surrealist verse. Disapproving of 
the French Surrealists' descent into political 
entanglement, the Japanese trio issued a 
bilingual manifesto (in Japanese and English) 
declaring that they would independently cany on 
their "scientific" Surrealism. 
Kitasono's first book of poetry, Shiro no 
arabumu (White Album). came out in 1929 and 
caused immediate shock waves in the literary 
world. Not only was Surrealism's influence 
apparent, but one could also detect strands of 
Dadaism, Constructivism, Expressionism, 
Futurism, and what would later be called 
"Concrete Poetzy." 
m m 
In 1935 Kitasono founded the VOU Club and 
its organ VOUmagazine (1935-1940, 1946-1978). 
The club consisted mainly of poets, but also 
welcomed avant-garde creators who were 
musicians, painters, architects. potters, jazz 
critics, etc. There was a large turnover of members 
during the thirty-nine years and 160 issues of the 
magazine, and many of Japan's best modem poets 
belonged to VOUat one time or another. 
In 1936 Kitasono sent VOU to Ezra Pound, 
who was captivated by the VOU poets and praised 
their work in glowing terms: 
Although Pound and Kitasono never met, they 
corresponded for over thirty years. Kitasono often 
published Pound in VOU, and also introduced 
many European as well as North and South 
American writers to Japan before they were 
famous in the West. These included Kenneth 
Rexroth, Charles Olson, Allen Ginsberg, Leo 
Frobenius, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Robert Cre ey, 
and Augusto and Haroldo de Campos. 
The Campos brothers. who started he 
International Concrete Poetry Movem< t, 
respected Pound's poetics and were fascin ed
when he introduced Kitasono's concept of 
"ideoplasty" (poetic effect) in which the p ,et, 
rather than trying to make a meanin ful
statement about his experiences or ideas, selr cts 
and combines words to collide in such as way a · to 
alter the perception of the reader. For Kitaso o's
poetry machine, meaning was not the gasoline ut
the exhaust fumes.
However, while welcoming liberation of e
word through typographical and vis al 
amplification and distortion, Kitasono also aw 
Concrete Poetry's dependence on language a ... an
Achilles heel that would eventually lead to a ~ad 
end. Unlike painters, architects, and musici s 
who can cross linguistic borders quite easily, he
was acutely aware that language was the le st
universal medium in the present age of the gl al
village. When confronted with the questio of
why he had picked up the camera to "wr te" 
"plastic poems," Kitasono responded from is
Dada roots:
What I have been thinking about most 1~ 
that within words there are many words and
that in each country they are different. What a 
bother it all is. My meaning is "Let's stop using
words!" 
Kitasono never elaborated on why he called is 
photographs "plastic poems," so we can o 'lly 
conjecture. He made about 100 plastic poems 
between the mid-1950s and his death in 1978. 
Kitasono Katue was a poet who broke do 
cultural and linguistic barriers and furthered 
communication, yet, paradoxically, he was also a 
poet victimized by those same barriers, both at 
home and abroad. The cumulative effect of cro s· 
cultural gaps -- Japan's inability to assimilate its 
Western-influenced poetry, and the West 's 
inability to absorb what too closely parallels its 
own cultural modernity (favoring the older, more 
exotic Japan) -- has left Kitasono between worl s, 
"an almost forgotten man." 
-JOHN SOLT 
(excerpted from "The Plastic Poems of Kitasono 
Katue" and the Introduction to the manuscri t, 
Nihilist in the Eraser:The Selected Poems oj
Kitasono Katue) 
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42 KITASONO 
MOUSTACHE 
nettles warm themselves on a mountain goat's ass 
clouds in young trees tease early summer village 




SONG OF ACETES 
Bright spring afternoon. I walked a marble road, thinking 
anger was the shadow of a philosopher fluttering a cape of 
thorns. Then I went to a coffee shop in the shape of a 
candlestand and talked about anatomy. Oh I talked about 
anatomy and tomatoes. A girl with slender jaw wearing 
transparent shoes wrote a poem with cheese on the tabletop. 
That poem darkened the heart like a turtle. I measured sugar 
with a spoon in the shape of a turtle's leg. At the same time I 
was measuring the weight of the gods. 
1936 
lL
translated from the Japanese 
by John Solt 
44 KITASONO 
AMI QUERIO 
while your ocean 
is being dyed purple 
my watch is twilighting in a saffron color 
melancholy 
at times is a beautifully blooming night
is glass above sand 
one day in April 1951 
at the edge of an illusionary desert 
there was a battle 
who knows about it? 
who can prove it? 
I know about it 
who will tell me 
just as death at tin1es takes on a pretty form like lov 
son1e love is as Ion ly as death? 
what is happiness? 
you say 
"it disappears the moment it is thought about" 
I wonder who can tell me 
just as one drop of water stains the Tubruq sand a violet color 
how much a single word has changed me 
I'll tell! 
the fragrance of jasmine flowers in the dim starlight 
lets me kno\v 
it is you 
1955
translated from the Japanese 
by John Solt 
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BLUE SQUARE 
a single gunshot rings out 
the moon rises 
huge white cone quietly spins, beside it 
a woman in tights with square window on chest babbles rapidly 
about wheels of lipstick about blue playing cards 
about dilapidated furniture about brutal sugar 
about phantom hats about a meter long cigar 
about a sleepy 100 yen about hopeless glass 
about eggs with moustaches about funny arsenic 
a single gunshot rings out 
beyond the square window is an eternal desert 
1966 







is the earth's sickness 
the city is badly wrapped 
in the light and shadow 
of the wind's vinyl 
my slight nasal catarrh 
darkens 
my head 
it's sunset time 
in Geneva 
reminding 
of the silver ring on 
some alley's small tobacco shop's 
old man's hand 
as much as possible 
within a mask of poetry 
I stuff my gloomy ideology 
and bet my whole life 
on facile poems 
and I have the strange tendency 
to esteem highly 
this strange tendency of mine 
my irresponsible misanthropism 
drives crazy my lifelong mis-en-page 
perplexes my biographers 
and makes my existence vanish like mist 
KITASONO 51 
I b com liUl 
brutal 
and th sirrns of 
my impati nee 
my abusive tongue 
and my callousness 
can be smelled 
in the cobalt-blue smoke 
rising 
from my Chacom pipe 
1978 
translated from the Japanese 
by John Solt 
IRA COHEN 
Song 
It has become harder 
to find the inner heart's 
true face. 
To feign real grace 
is not possible. 
When the song is your 
only salvation 
it's time to sing. 
It's tunes hke this 
the season brings 
when suddenly winter 
turns to spring. 
if not for the blank page 




the world-weight of life 
hurled me into this moment 
stopped me with its slowness 
and spread me so thin 
i could glimpse the spaces 
between my cells 
slow-motion tumbling through an infinite moment 
and then i'm through 
occupying myself blindly 
until i hit the next moment 
and the next 
until my atoms smash against that final moment 
and i become energy 
GREG WISE 
from: to 
gasping for removal 
we swim inside 
the stale breath 
of a still small voice 
avoiding unpleasant situations 
for fear 
that we will burst 
into tiny bits of gloom 
morning 
imagine --




of a cricket's 
private vexations 
you 
a drop of sunlight 
written in sand 




the delicious rain 
obligatory 
this poem lasts 
only as long 
as it takes 
to turn a page 
bill bissett 
london life thats th moat thredding petals 
nefros parilemetr wainscoat .zeebra cotton 
barruls perplexd ovr midnite mooning sighsuk 
whnevrlee th marrow minding winstrukid reepest 
carrees evree delivree uv trucking mindidness 
so greeneree is undr hayloft supplanting th wistlee 
he sd so electrik summrlee undr erbd n planting tbs 
touching hevnlee each nippul cumming willow th acorns 
n sneezing so th great lakes roaring toward us th 
lake breezes milk uv th zeenon treeplexd moistur came 
nd in th minnow ing timr uv thwhat yu call it hunee 
sent lafftr spices gaining hantsupreemering startest 
kissing waxwords pressing th briks nth lanterns cud 
follow th row uv luxuriant safetee pining to th harmonee 
uv th suddn daze rowing aftr meteors rowing aftr tom 
wasint saying wher cudint say how but was sens 
abul uv th keenest raptur in th swinging n sailing 
walnut treez CRACK with th lightning nth washing 
floods janet returning marrows n lintern rubbing th 
dust off th frakshurd reamins tieing th nurseree with 
sum glazing eye it was ovr in a corn field wher th 
darling what was that nth limbs n venusian pad 
wore so knittid toez relapsing agen into somnolent 
posing for 5 color tremors uv th athabaskan forests 
so dank n prepostrous wer th remarking samplrs uv 
th time sent reeling was it or ovrcast nth 
endless waiting waiting i cant stand suspens 
i sd out loud to th gaming fledglings whn arrows 
n low tide converg to escape th passage wayz who 
calld then was it o nevr minding th branches 
nth layzee fuzz patrolling th cud bees for sum 
tango cud call th beeming platforms 
feet lasting so strikn they all wer 
tho b what did she say was it th voices 
uv so manee childrn engaging with th 
nite birds sweetning cries n singing in thees 
faraway woods n tremorings wast word th moistur 
nth lips zephron n smoking crimson o th o th 
o th o th o th o th o th freedom we cud 
b watching th sawing th embrasing th a 11 
bissett 5 9 
whos zeniferingto robust leevs n moon milk 
giving th squirrels n sirens against th 
rocks lapping horizon we carefulee 
studied how th xplanaysyuns distributid 
among us listlesslee pressing th on 
cumming tides n waffling windering 
see gazing for th cormorants 
60 bissett 
th prson i forgot is me 
whn life rippd his heart out 
sum sd it was a bear 
it was that time 
he lookd up n saw th stars 
whn th fires liftid his burning 
flesh from off his bones 
he lookd up n saw th stars 
n so manee ponees riding 
thru theyr brite meadows 
sum sd it was that time uv his life 
whn choices confound anee path 
he cud taken th road he was on 
led him up 
n out 
in th morning aftr waking i forget 
th last vers i think thats alrite 
it was probablee too patternd n dew 
we evr know th pattern wear part uv 
riding th staree range 
th painting led him into th sun 
th writing into th moon nth sage
into deepr breething n his ponee 
always riding with him past th magik
shining dog 
past th past blessing 
watr made from reindeer icikuls on 
it 
blessing stones from th sky 
on it 
blessing fires from our 
hearts on it forgiv ourselvs th 
endless tinee endemnitees so we can 
moov on swimmin in th stars 
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in from th sea 
dreemin uv th nite 
whn th stars ar in 
dreemin uv th nite 
whn th boats cum in 
dreemin uv th nite 
dreemin uv th nite 
dreemin uv th nite 
dreeming uv th nite 
dreemin uv th nite 
whn at last we win 
dreemin uv th nite 
whn thers no place 
els thers rocks n 
glaciers tides n 
romance 
dreemin UV th nite 
dreemin UV th nite 
dreemin UV th nite 
dreemin UV th fire 
dreemin uv th nite 
our hearts ar in 
th moon th see sings 
so strong our arms ar 
melting 
dreemin uv th nite 
dreemin uv th nite 
dreemin uv th nite 
dreeming uv th raptur 
bfor we saild away 
dreemin UV th nite 
dreemin UV th nite 
dreemin UV th nite 
dreemin UV th nite 
dreemin UV th nite 
d.a.levy: 
Cleveland's 89 Cent 
Fire Bard 
by Kenneth Warren 
d.a . levy's legendary s tatus as Cleveland's 89 Cents Fire Bard , twenty years after his 
suicide, is widely accepted yet hardly considered. Born October 29, 1942, levy was torn between the 
experience of beat and hippie generations. His work is difficult t o consider outside the sixties and 
the widening of bohemia into th e lives of teenagers. As the seems of conventional culture came 
apart, he cast a wide net over the sign culture of the sixties, in tegrating its media, politics and 
sexual mores. His sources -- Dada, pot, Surrealism, Ginsberg and zen -- yielded free-floating signs 
upon which he launched such magazines as Marrawannah Quarterly, Weed and The Buddhis t 
Third Class Junk Mail Oracle. As poetry moved into the streets . he grappled with the role of the 
poet and the function of poetry within society, taking moral stands against censorship, 
surveillance and war. His work dealt, on the simplest level, h ow it felt to be young, stoned and out 
of control from a stance that made possible an engagement with poetry as a social force. He did so 
at risk during a period wh en poetry was again becoming a public effort through performance, 
presence, rhetoric. 
While warming Cleveland's teenyboppers, levy sensed the political dimension of poetic 
responsibility: 
The Underground Horses 
are rising 
Cherokee, Delaware, Huron 
we will return your land to you 
to purify the land 
with their t ears 
(from "the bells of the Cherokee ponies") 
Often he strained to improvise directly on political topics: 
nightshades of mccarthyism 
Whose liberty are you defending 
with flowers that give you 
joyous visions of chinese children 
flaming on yr fu cking american 
birthday cake? 
(from "American Opinion") 
His countless activities, grounded in the movem en ts of dirty speech and drugs, transgressed 
conventional ideas about public decency and made him out a hero from an underground point of 
View. By getting busted for underground publications he made the demand for free speech publicly 
identifiable. The price that the neighborhood fame culture demanded for his excess was 
substantial. He paid by suicide. For all his suffering at the door death, he comes down on us in a 
cult context, a melancholy source situated in the thick of nostalgia and psychedelic imagery. 
Cleveland was the defin itive force through which levy defined and destroyed himself: 
''This town has been here for 150 years and h as managed to murder every poet and painter who 
has been here except for William Summer." His work was a complex struggle to realize an 
awareness of the form that both the poet and the poem was coming to be in Cleveland during a 
time of moral panic over sex and drugs. 
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64 levy 
after the poetic-orgasm 
you were still haunted 
by some young girls face 
a skull hovering in the 
untouchable distance 
you sat waiting 
to meet those 
hollow eyes 
(from: ''you turned away from yr infinite self') 
Any practical retrospective on levy entails not only a reading of his Collected Poems but a 
review of articles from Cleveland newspapers. Together the news and poems establish a rich 
context for exploring material connections between poetry and money, freedom of speech and 
pornography, religion and sacrifice, which all bear on levy's life and death. 
How telling the old newspaper clippings are about levy's victimization. 1\vo days before 
levy's indictment The Plain Dealer, coincidentally, ran this headline: "Pace is Fast at Smut 
Factory, Buyers Plentiful." The article notes that much pornography was printed in Cleveland, 
but "the really hard stuff' was printed in Parts and Cuba. The article's suggestion of both an 
international conspiracy and a boom in local production appear as signs of an approaching 
storm. It wouldn't have been so difficult in so heated a climate for the Cuyahoga Grand Jury to 
read levy's dirty language and cut-ups of girlie magazines as a force wholly in league with 
pornography. Only by st retching the news over levy's expression does it become possible to 
recognize how the media and the law neutralized him into the caricature of the "89 cents poet." 
"I sell my poetry for 89 cents a day," explained levy to Common Pleas Judge F.D. Celebrezze 
during his arraignment on charges of publishing and disseminating obscene literature. "That's 
not much to get for your poetry," replied the Judge, ready to set bail at 2,500. ''You should charge
more." 
The real place of levy's poetry is, like all poetry, left out of the public record. Its status is 
achieved because a rich psychic content has been established between the poet and a literal world 
of suffering. He linked suicide to the act and fact of wrtting--often in the rhetoric of adolescent 
pain. The mingling of psychedelic sense, of hipster lust, of Buddhistic affirmation of all as self. 
suicidal understanding of his own personal myth is typical of the verse: 
& i 
unravel 
like a roll of names 
written in the sky 
& all poets 
sing 
the songs for dead children 




(from "songs for dead children") 
levy wrote about his crisis of identity, a preoccupation complicated by the fact that he was 
the child of a Christian mother. Poetry was thus a means fo r him to recover a part of his identity 
rooted on the side of his Jewish father. A dialectic of martyrdom and self-sacrifice, evident in his 
best poetry, derives its strength precisely from mixed religious matter: 
i am a levy of the levites 
yet in Cleveland 
i have painted myself 
celtic-blue 
& am feeling 
something like an outlaw 
i am a levy of the levites 
& last week 
a fanatic Jew in the heights 
called me a halfbreed 
because my mother was a chrtstian 
(from: "sitting on a bench in T Square") 
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He imagined trial by Jury as an inquisition: 
a dozen frenzied chrtstians with 
their eyes stitch ed shut, a few 
with rosaries clutched between 
their callous peasant knees 
not a musltm, or a Jew or 
a buddhist or a poet on these cruel benches 
levy searched, outside the system of expanded higher education, for religious framewor~s 
that would provide insights into what was h appening to him personally in a time of social 
upheaval. Often he wrote from a psychic plane in which one can see imagery taken from sacred 
and occult texts such as The Book of the Dead and The Tarot The great motifs of myth can be 
traced in his attention to such matters as the waters of time, celestial Jackal. fire sticks, mummy 
gods and runes. His observations at times were ast rological, as in "love poem for a lion:" 
on my right side 
i carry the wind 
on my left 
the waters of time are singing 
how m any stars 
do you see at night 
when you lay on your side 
alone? 
Given levy's protective relationship with his father, his manifestation of the age of the 
child, his attraction t o solar energy, his writing might be said to take place in what Alister 
Crowley declared as "the Aeon of Horus." Indeed, the hawk-headed Egyptian god who entered the 
undeiworld to reclaim his father Osiris is called to mind in "A Line for the Hawk Faced God Who 
Carried the Sun at Dawn." The wry tone resonated in a very curious way with a voice used by Carl 
Rakosi: 
he must have been 
a master of words 
but now covered 
in tombs of black and gold 
he listens 
and no one hears 
his laughter like gunfire 
LATER 
when i asked the prescription 
for being a poet 
he said
"take l 00 small scorpions 
set them loose in the solar plexus" 
try explaining t hat to a psychiatrist! 
This poem suggests an attempt to retrace the poet's origins back to a god. To do so, levy imagined 
himself caught in a cosmic drama. At the level of the solar plexus, where the poet could become 
charged with the light energy of the chakra, images from the book of the dead would transform 
h is personality drive. h b t h t f k d
levy's image of the dead child was richly conceived to support t e ea g os ~. na e 
childhood rising out of Kerouac. The open road meant little to him. Little in his sensibility was 
given to wandering. His trips were mind trips: 
we expand the boundaries 
and on a good day 
he brought home a mind rabbit 
captured with a noose of love 
shared it with almost anyone who asked 
& one too many asked 
(from: "PROSE-POEM for John (doing time) 
for painting flowers in the mind") 
66 levy 
According to levy, there was a radical possibility of passage through the bottom of 
childhood: 
. . . if you want a revolution 
return to your childhood 
& kick out the bottom 
be able to change 
your own internal chemistry 
walk down the street 
& flash Ughts in yr head 
at children 
this is not a game 
your childhood 
is the foundation 
of the system 
walk down the street 
flash lights in yr head 
at children but be wary 
of anyone old enough to kill 
learn how to disappear 
before they can find you 
(that is, if you want to 
stay alive) 
(from: "you turned away from yr infinite self') 
levy was, like Max Douglas, a sixties child poet whose longing for paternal anointment 
(Glnsberg in the case of levy; Creeley in the case of Douglas) was fulfilled only in death. He wasn't 
able to make the break from the pathologies of the poetry scene itself into myth: 
allen: 
in my psycho-drama 
there is a similarity in our blood 
perhaps in a past life 
we swept out toilets together 
now the things i know 
are called paranoia/egocentricity/messianic complex 
hallucination & other excuses not to listen to me 
(from: "poem for lama ginsberg") 
Since levy was, by all accounts, a victim of repression, it's to be expected that eschatology 
should loom so large as the sacred contrary to the profane politics of his times. In the context of 
the poetic grammar and personality drive that would become his final sacrifice, he sought the 
hand of god, choosing eternity over the heat of cheap media and police censorship that was 
committed to destroying Cleveland's fire bard. 
levy owed a debt to Hart Crane's The Bridge for his vision of the poem as a complex, urban 
organization of mythic and poetic materials. the notion of poetry as a bridge between cultures 
continued to flow richly around Lake Erie in levy's time, from Crane to Creeley and down from 
Olson in Buffalo, out over the Hudson from Ed Sanders and through Jim Lowell's Asphodel Book 
Shop. In another extension, Olson's The Special View of History presented specific features of 
"the new localism" that would become key to levy's Cleveland-based poetics. 
68 levy 
levy created an opposing tty t 0 f comprehend Cleveland. Undercove~s e~~ a c?nfrontation with the void in Cleveland. To 
through the social text to the poetic ·J:ate~~~1~s mythost sustained work. it's necessary to push 
in the immediate, actual life of a 19-year-old: m ic substances that presented themselves 
tbere is only the city as i pretend to 
see it and myself as i pretend to see 
1t 
so Now i sip tradition within the 
coffee stained walls of the Acropolis 
Cafe as the old men play card games 
i have not learned, 
i sip turkish coffee 
and devour honey covered baklava 
thinking of should be brandy soaked 
and asphodels on the hills 
are linked by cloud bridges. 
in the coffeehouse 
it is not a cathouse of the rising 
sun or deathwagon of the beat 
generation, but a bridge of clouds 
to a new culture 
a bridge to a sun is rising 
and the grass is at last conquering 
the ashes of the necropolis. . . 
levy's poetic labor, like that of any go d t 
from poets on so limited a basis that no rt o ~~ bconsetved elements of poet-lore passed down 
livelihood be expected to be earned fro~~~ co e placed on his romantic product. Nor could a 
the book of poetry had to stand in le , e ~Y of imagination, dialectics and solitude. Thus 
refuses commodity and property ~tatus~!.nes at~on, as the form of a creative individual who 
Tibetan Stroboscope. · copyro rejected by author'' was his proclamation on 
It's possible to argue a view of levy's p t 1 1 
bad, in relation to his life as a current radical oeJii· c ear Y an undifferentiated heap of good and 
of society. He possessed the romantic's faith inaa d~opEosed at the root to the economic structure 
was construed as a non-verbal protest regarding thecJ expressive order, yet his concrete poetry 
means it's time to get out of the country " declared 1 e I ~y of language and money. "Concrete 
#4" the concrete sign mitigates the poet'; presence ~- ~ d is~lized Prayer to the American God 
language, money and power. The chain of represst~n. ec e in e absence is the tie between god, 
The influence of Williams, Olson and Pound 
the forces of money and poetry in culture H inh 
Beat generation, bring the oral-poetry r~ad~g 
underpaid Jowell & eliot as they/underpaid you wh 
;:J~t
c b ,
an e seen in levy s ongoing concern about 
th~ 
n ° i~ts and ~o.?els of behavior from the develand. allen: /would they have 
emerson w~uld be chanting acid-sutras if they were ~~ieo~ rea in cleveland...i think whitman & 
levy s claim for a livelihood in support f his · 
He wrote in "Suburban Monaste Death Poe':n"· "muse is not without irony and contradiction. 
poets to the looney bin/aint beenhelping the profes~ady you have .~o be realistic/sending all yr 
poet with profession, he linked poetry with economic on very ~uch. When he equated the role of 
language in service to the muse. In the oem he refu concerns. in opposition to the direct use of 
Cleveland history and couldn't responlto her invita~d hter de~and to occupy the ground of East 
phantom. His refusal laid the groundwork for a traum~~c ~~~; Instead he made himself into a 
"east cleveland has more history than cleveland" 
she sed as if to pump that additional piece 
of information into my de-generating energy 
centers like a gas station attendant 
1 couldnt get it across to anyone 
how tired i was ' 
Just writing poems for tomorrow 
or writing for myself 
a form of suicide 
The poet's writing is not "a form of s i id " b t h
with the muse. But here, accord!;: c toe le u . ~\ e contrary. an invitation of being in concert 
imaginatively. The ground has been ctt out fr~m u~J1g ~~ no longer a matter to be perceived 
experience of the poem has been reduced to a suicide etr e poet, his figure totally flattened. The no e. 
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levy didn't comprehend a difference that Jack Clarke's investigations into poetics make 
clear in From Feathers to Iron. that is, the difference "between the materials of this world and 
this life and the materials poetry gathers together." Yet it's unrealistic to expect a teenage poet to 
take this difference into account, because he hasn't the time to move beyond this conditioning. 
Again from "Suburban Monastery Death Poem": 
i really wanted to say 
something about love 
& a chance to grow into 
the adult you never had the 
courage to become 
but i dont think i have the 
time to hear all your freudian 
and Jungian psychology defining 
what adult is 
so i wanted to say something 
about love & instead ill 
just say, id just like you 
to quit putting my friends 
in jail 
and pay me for a poem 
once in a while & quit offering me 
so many non-paying opportunities 
ive given you so much free 
informaUon i feel like the 
welfare department 
The absence of any compensatory value for poetry troubled levy. Concern with making it, 
with putting poetry to market, with finding a patron, becomes increasingly evident in levy's 
project. After inventorying Cleveland and its cultural activities, levy never found an angel flush 
with enough cash to support him. He concedes in "passover '65": ''when i heard/the angel of death 
was around/i wanted to go and see him." 
The feeling of doom in levy's poetry is attributable to the primal stuff of mythology - the 
child in the element of fire. Thus levy: "Inside me bmns an Inferno." Karl Kerernyt tells us that 
the elemental material of fire molds an image of doom, a fate of exposure and persecution. From 
his father levy sensed his doom: "My father with his lonely eyes/trying to return home/ only to 
have the amertcan god of money/slapped in his face." In "Songs for Dead Children," he faced his 
own dying fire: "Everyone pays their dues/& no ones getun the product...the fire is spent in just 
surviving." The fires of history were fanned into his own unmaking in "Suburban Monastery 
Death Poem": 
only ten blocks away 
buildings burned -- perhaps burning now 
the august night broken by sniper fire 
policemen bleeding in the streets 
a sniper surrenders (perhaps out of ammunition) 
GunJammed? 
someone sed he was framed in a doorway 
like a picture -- with his hands in the air 
when they shot him 
If the poet creates and the revolutionary shoots, then perhaps it could have been predicted 
that d .a. levy. part poet, part revolutionary, would seek compensation for the waning of creative 
heat and genital heat in rhetorical heat, police heat and ballistic heat. Buried in his poems were 
the metals of age, the Karma of arms. He converted frustration through the practice of Buddhism 
into an order of ascetic austerities that would propose to him as his final reductio: To eliminate 
desire is to extinguish life. 
Poetry was levy's means of building a death vessel, and such a troubled poetic strategy can 
be qualified by psychotherapist James Hillman's definition of the articulate suicide as "A man 
who understands his own myth, who is able to follow his pattern so clearly that he can sense the 
moment of his death and tell of it." 
Though levy's perceptions had grown increasingly dark, his figure flattening in the 
literalism of the suicide stance, his network remains a textual one. His suicide, in near 
accordance with a tableau from Leaves of Grass, proposes a tragic unity of subject and object in 




The suicide sprawls on the bloody floor of the bedroom,/ 
It is so.. .I witnessed the corpse.. ./there the pistol had fallen.: 
levy's poetics was built (not on the psychological ruins) upon the universe of poets in 
expansion of poetic elements that have spoken through time. Perhaps because it's been said that 
levy called his half-blind father and asked him to drive him home before shooting himself in the 
head that William Carlos Williams' lines. ''To Elsie" seem a fitting close to commemorate the life
of Cleveland's fire bard: 
It is only in isolate flecks that 
something 
is given off 
No one 
to witness 
and adjust, no one to drive the car 
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LIVING IN A NET 
BUT NOT 
CAUGHT WITHIN IT 
an interview with 
Djordje Kostic 
jordje Kostic is the 80-year-old founder 
:the Yugoslav Surrealist group and has 
~cently founded the Surrealist Center 
[useum in Belgrade, Yugoslavia. 
ina Zivancevic: First. you started the 
iurnal, Traces, right? 
1ordje Kostic: Yes, then we formed the 
~cleus of the group in 1928. After three 
,sues of Traces we devoted the fourth 
;sue to Surrealism. Davicho and I 
rought out a manifesto called "The 
_umanism of Death," in which we 
1scussed questions of life and death, 
then we started the magazine Here and 
Now, our "illegal work." 
NZ: You once said that when you started 
writing, everyone else was also writing 
"automatic texts," and that the "poetic 
substance was accumulated in all of you." 
Did this in fact have to do with your own 
age or with the spirit of that time? 
DK: This was like a sink pipe, an open 
pipe -- that was the way I wrote. It was 
the spirit of the age, but during the 
Second World War, I could not write a 
single poem. Breton and other 
Surrealists went to Switzerland so that 
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they could write. If the French Surrealist 
movement had stayed in France, it 
wouldn't have developed its artistic 
activity. The exterior pressure 
annihilates the interior one in art -- you 
can create with your interior pressure 
inside, but not with the exterior one; it's 
more difficult. Traces came out as a 
result of an inner pressure. What I saw or 
experienced could only be 
communicated to my friends Milan 
Dedinac, Marko Ristic and Alexandar 
Vucho, and thus, I decided to print the 
magazine in eight copies. When the issue 
was printed, it appeared as if one person 
had written it. The printer was mad at 
me for printing only eight copies. He 
said that he would print at least twelve 
copies free of charger 
NZ: In your book, To the Impossible, you 
briefly described the formation of the 
Yugoslav group... 
DK: The developments were 
individualistic. Matic was in Paris with 
Aragon during the first World War. 
Rastko Petrovic collaborated with 
Soupault, then Breton, but he also 
participated in the early Dada 
happenings. He knew Picasso and many 
other painters. His famous book, The 
Awakened Consciousness, which was 
published in 1922, contained the first 
real Surrealist manifesto -- before Breton 
wrote his own. Rastko was the first to 
define Surrealism. Milosh Crnjanski 
came back from the war and wrote his 
"Strazilovo" in 1922 -- that was a pure 
Surrealist poem. "I'm wandering, still 
slenderJwith a silvery arrow/" What do 
you expect to come after this line? "The 
cherry blossoms/seduce from the 
ambush..." This was automatism, but not 
the automatism influenced by Dada, 
Surrealism or Freudism because 
Crnjanski knew nothing about them--it 
was an automatic scream that came from 
him. You can trace the same scream in 
ancient Chinese verse and painting. You 
had that one in Breton, but Breton hadn't 
been an organizer who attacked and 
broke the doors which were closed to us 
by Anatol France and Gide and Proust. 
NZ . Wh w th h 1· t f 
. y as ere sue a c ima o ar. Surrealism in Yugoslavia and th rest 
Europe after the Second World r? 
DK: I thi~k there is a pro lem
understanding the very word Su ealis
Surreal~sm is something b yond_ ealis
somethmg t~at transcends reah y; w
1t treats reahty on a deeper leve Ma
people cannot see the essence o thin
they cannot reach the general d 
common because they get bogg j do
by the particulars. The particular'- don
necessarily determine the "ne
although they help organize it rou
the retrospective of the essenc of t
general. That's why I wanted st
something here like a center or r seu
for surrealist activities, both p c. t ar
present ones, a center whe e tt
essence of Surrealism would be d1 play1
as it is, although this is a difficult 3.sk. 
spirit of an age generates a 
the ment of that a movement itself hasmove , ? 
its organic, authentic development 
 DK: Well, WWII has undoubtedly ruined 
r lationships and things, but WWI 
::~~uch crueler. It had a devastating 
impact on man's consciousne~s. It was 
th last was in which men killed each 
t~er directly in the "hand to hand" 
~anner. During WWII you could kill m?re 
impersonally. Pilots were droppin_g 
bombs without seeing the results of their 
destruction. Perhaps WWII! will be_ even 
more impersonal. Th~ murders_ will be 
free from guilty conscience. Durmg WWI 
men fought against each other at the 
front in desolation rows, and the woman 
and children stayed at home (they were 
reading cards , invoking spi~its and 
ghosts to see if their men had d~ed at the 
front). When Einstein appeare~ 1n s~ch a 
climate, he swept the three d1_me~s10~al 
world away. This event was an insp1rat10n 
for Dada and Surrealism to be born. 
Einstein knocked down all our ~once~ts 
about time, as well as the relat10nships 
between time and space. Then we had 
Freud who also influenced the 
development of philosoph:y, literature 
and art of the times, and if you added 
Marx's teachings (the young Marx.~ho 
transformed Hegel's view into a. living 
reality), then you got three universes 
which influenced· each other: one 
universe of cosmic, spatial events, 
another universe of inner cosmos
(Freud), and the third universe of ~he so­
called social cosmos. These un1ve~ses 
were systematized. and the artists 
wanted to find the essenc_e ~f such 
syntheses. When this system1zat10n was 
achieved, the artists tried t? cast off all 
those things which were irrele~ant to. 
the essence, and thus we arn~ed at 






















I will give you an exampl . The
are strange, simultaneous act rities
Brenton was quoting Shakespea e wl
gives us the real example of S real!!
automatic writing in his mad phet
speech when she utters a nu ber 
disconnected sentences...Well, t tt
same time, Maxim Gorky was quo g tl
same text from Shakespeare as a i: imar
example of Social Realism at a tim whe
these two movements were sev ely 
the opposition. If you stretche J th
opposition a bit farther, you'd ar ive i
Swift. He has an essay titled, l:-4 wt
Solve the Economic Depress i n 1· 
Dublin. This essay is a terrible rean 
which is deeply social and antiso-ial,,
scream of helplessness which b r gs i
superb humor that has an ext mef' 
penetrating social aspect but was JTitte: 
in a Surreal style and manner. Swif sa}'! 
"If we can bring a pig and a lamb to th
market place, why not bring a chil
there to sell? Why is a child worse an i
chicken or a lamb? We should be h mar 
and give an advantage to a child to i
human flesh, not to pork and chicken.
When I read that essay I thought: whal 
oppression there was for Swift to writf 















 NZ: You mentioned once that Y?U felt 
Surrealism as a movement,_ 1n the 
beginning, was separated from literature, 
art and poetry, that Surrealism was a 
movement which symbolized a re~olt 
against culture. How could something 
Which is "anti" and against programs and 
structure have its structure? 
 
NZ: So, if every movement in art an°
literature could be interpreted in s~ 
many different ways, do you think tha! 
DK: Right now I am writing a bo~k 
concerning that question. The book 1s 
really about the clashes within the 
Surrealist movement. You see, the whole 
body of literature and art has be~n fairly 
descriptive until now. It wa~, as 11: Zola, 
to describe immediate reality, or 1t was 
separated from such reality and entered 
phantasy as in French poetry at the end 
of the 19th century, or it was a 
unification of realism and romanticism as 
in Gide. You see, one could live one way 
and write in another, as Gide did, and 
Balzac and Anatole France. Every writer, 
including Goethe, was writing one way 
and living the opposite. Then, all of a 
sudden, we felt that a writer's life was 
inseparable from what he thought and 
said about himself and about others. 
There was an identification of _the 
individual with society, and society 
identified with the individual. Then the 
question of ethics came in. You c~uld not 
write about the revolt against society and 
live peacefully within that society. You 
couldn't just write a story or. a poem 
against society without having real 
troubles in that society. In other words, 
you would divide yourself from the 
results created by that revolt. Then the 
question about the movement comes in: 
in Surrealism we had a form and a 
content. You could transform that for~ 
into a movement, but you couldn t 
transform the content into a movement. 
The content was highly individualistic, 
and the Surrealists had to investigate 
how to provide an ideological platform 
from which to formally fight. We thou~ht 
that the Communist party would prov1?e 
Surrealism with an identity of a social 
movement. If the movement ~ere 
limited to literature only, if it were Just 
formal then it had to be separated from 
social affects. I was against formi?g the 
movement because I saw Surrealism to 
be an investi,e:ation of the unknown 
consistent with man, as much as an 
investigation of the forms of expression, 
an expression of the unknown. The~e 
were our "open" ideas -- our automatic 
texts our simulations, experiments, etc. -
- ev'erything that was a region of 
investigation and not an institutio1:. ~ut 
you see, Breton fell into a contrad1ct10n. 
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On one hand, he was for the open 
investigation, but on the other he voted 
for a movement, or an institution. This 
contradiction caused a number of 
frictions within Surrealist groups. I do 
not know a single person who remained 
unaffected by this contradiction, and 
here I think of Aragon, Eluard, Tzara, 
Desnos, Peret -- all of them clashed with 
Breton who wanted to have an army, but 
an army of investigators! So Breton 
ended his life with a literary movement 
because that's what they think of 
Surrealism in France today -- as much as 
Breton did not want Surrealism to 
become a literary movement. 
NZ: You mentioned once that your ~irst 
expression manifested itself thr gh
drawings because you truste 
"segment" more than you trust 
whole? 
DK: The segment was pure and c uld 
express unity better, as in life whic is 
not "fixed." That is. the more fragm 1ted 
it is, the more lively it is. Th n th is 
the meaning of life lying in net but not 
caught within it, the meaning is elus1 re .. 
. it is like a river floWing under the 
bridge.
interviewed by Nina Zivan vie
in Belgrade 1989 
Stay the way you are, 
get up just the way you are, 
travel the world the way you are, 
and be that pure one-winged, shimmering dragon 
in the sky that flies without a thread 
from a child's finger. 
Like a stick picked up from the earth, 
you would not be found 
and returned again. 
-Djordje Kostic 
translated from Serbo-Croatian 
by Nina Zivancevic and Charles Borkhuis 
Djordje Kostic: Poems Uninvited 
VIII 
I was looking for a place untouched by human hand, by human 
eye, a place that would reveal itself to my eye, to my hand for 
the very first time. As I was seeking an exit from the known 
into the unknown, I did not notice all that innocence hidden in 
every object which inhabited my daily world. And when I 
opened the wings of the unknown, when the unknown started 
flowing in from every corner, how I desired to fly away and find 
my peace in all familiar things. But there were none any longer. 
XXIV 
I am feeding a raven with a ripe slice of orange . There is a boy in 
short pants, barefoot, naked torso, holding his father's arm, 
lifting up his head and smiling at me. I drop the orange from 
the balcony, and he quickly catches it. He shows it to his 
father then runs away. He is happy and waves his hand at me. 
XXX. 
Night has covered the entire sky. The stars were splashed over 
it with their glassy eyes; they watch two horses swallowing 
yellowish grass. Someone is singing. 
I don't understand the words, but I feel the tune as if it came 
seeking its place in me so that it could hide and remain there. 
translated from Serbo-Croatian 
by Nina Zivancevic and Charles Borkhuis 
IV 
And then when I fell apart, 
and then when I sent one of my selves 
to the backyard to play, 
and then when I sent my other self 
to struggle through the streets --
the city had walled me in, 
the city had broken my roofs. 
And then as if I had been drunk, 
sun had pierced me through, 
intent on carrying me to those parts 
of the city where I'd stay awake 
for many nights, a sad creature 
dug out of myself, 
thrown in and out of my self 
then buried in his own graveyard 
so deep that even my head or my shoulders 
could not replace my real self. 
Neither the birds nor the edges of flatlands,
neither fevers, nor bowers, 
nor my own untangled boarders scattered 
everywhere could replace me. 
You would've opened all your doors 
to those thieves who know exactly
what to sell 
in every possible city. 
translated from Serbo-Croatian 
by Nina Zivancevic and Charles Borkhuis LUCA PIZZORNO Hungiy man w/ his dinner 
NINA ZIVANCEVIC 
This is 
not a poem about the blackbirds 
and thunderstorms nor a story which says: 
when I and I were together 
there were no black thoughts about 
stormy weather 
and the starry sky could not be seen 
but was somehow meant. No one 
tried to leave stickers on my walls 
to convey meaning of any given 
transcendental nostalgia 
as I posed before a video camera like 
so many other relaxed people and then learned 
that my heart was so remote from my face 
I could almost touch it 
(that lively emotion we neglect 
in an early morning and say "breakfast"). 
Breakfast and children and 
an occasional friend who confesses 
that he/she is terribly tired 
of the spinning zoo and the starry sky 
and it feels good and God 
after you took a shower ... 
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Ariadn (the belated t hread) 
I was waiting for you 
at the edge of a garden, 
when I sa\v you coming from the distance 
With someone else and you were smiling, 
such a nice evening, indeed, 
you said and she smiled back 
then frozen lilies 
blossomed on my palms 
and a sudden death like a wind 
penetrated my heart. 
You took my hand and asked: Shall we walk alone 
wherever you want? 
And it was then that 
I knew w could do 
each other in 
.and without . . . 
CHARLES BORKHUIS 
THE VOICE 
for Robert Desnos 
Dressed in sleep I rise ... 
Late afternoon on a train of smoke 
heading south 
through the Pyrenees 
Your longing is an echo between peaks 
pulled taut so I might tightrope it 
blindfolded if necessary 
without fear of falling 
Your body becomes the air I breathe 
the line cast 
across continents of sleep 
that keeps me aloft 
You are the rain tracks 
in the window 
and the train of olive trees 
moving past me 
No doubt you reign in eyes 
that have never seen 
and in eyes that have seen enough 
and in hands that speak 
a sweet but foreign tongue 
A NTLER 
EVERYfl-II G IS DIFFERENT NOW 
Everything is different nnw, 
Now that I kno-,., that octopus's penises detach 
and wander alone through the Ocean 
seeking a mate, 
So that right now, and throughout 
all human history, 
and millions of years before 
humans \Vere even at 
the tree-shrew level, 
Octopus penises wandered alone 
without eyes or ears or noses 
through vast vastnesses 
of Ocean 
searching for a lady-love. 
M ICHAEL HOROVITZ 
Gnarling Son g 
The oak is gnarling -- oak door and oak tree 
oak apple, oak flea -- gnarling the song 
of oak breeze and far sea 
gnarling the long night 
that gnarls he to she . . . . re-
gnarling the bark of the woodpecker's arc 
through the dark of oak hollows, starlings and swallows 
near the squirrels' ski-run 
whence the young leap for fun 
over field-nested larks, that unpack their wings 
and tune up -- up up and away, ecstatic to scale 
the toploftical light of the world -- skydancing 
yet in mind of loud cuckooland's band 
in sweet concert at dawn, dappling spontaneous 
its tree-burst of beakfiltered fresh airs free 
through glades and lanes, softly priming drunk poets 
to pick up, score, twine together and publish 
the windblown jigsaws 
of leaf upon leaf 
of the vast lyric-book of the shires 
gnarling on -- earthbound and immortal 
as the dew-silvered banks cif mellifluous streams 
at old valley beds- strewn with blankets of fem, 
sun-streaked grasses and shadowblent shrubs 
and tussocks of moss yellowflecked 
with gorse and cowslips and buttercups gleaming 
to mirror God's plenty .... immortal the blodge-trails 
of cowpats steaming new laid, 
soon to gnarl 
-- they divert would-be mischievous flies 
from the horses , who stroll on becalmed 
past cow parsley springing 
round a mayflower coverlet 
cloaking this head 
couched deep in oak dreams 
wheezing and snoring and snarling: Oak 
-- oak oak gnarling oak. you '11 
gnarl your roots till you croak 
-- and thereafter -- infusing new trees 
with gnarled oaken laughter --
JOHN TRITICA 
POINT LOBOS IMPROVISATION BEGINNING WITH A LINE BY e.e. cumming 
whose texture compels me 
with the colour of its countries 
the cypresses at Point Lobos recall 
van Gogh's explosion 
your eyes incandesce beyond 
the language that we persuade 
another revolution in our quills 
our daily handsprings 
the whales rise and spout
draw us on 
their vaulted melodies 
we swim with phytoplankton 
crash in tidal pools 
in and out of anemones 
resting in your fingers 
a balm, a pressure 
a moist drowsiness 
our capacity sustains 
the sand's provinces 
lattices of salt crystals 
one to the other 
we turn toward exhaustion 
lick hunger from our thighs 
on a bed of bronze play 
STEPHEN FORSTER 
Ichthyomancer 
In this night of signs and catacomb chants, 
Libations of oil and sulphurous lamps, 
In a heathen wave of foreign murmurs slips 
The knife to the body, the loach belly splits. 
Noon and Marcus saw the snaked lightning, white-­
Flame veined across the curtain black sky, 
As from the temple fanning ivory slow 
Started five swans and then east a sole crow. 
Decurion Marcus wears a clean-shaven frown, 
His white hands are perfumed, they clasp, they drop down 
With eye beads of ignorance watching the man 
Who plies godless arts of the Etruscans: 
As first to the liver with stories in angles, 
Riddles in darkness, and membranes and patches, 
In vascular twists, the haruspex will divine 
The future in glory, or Marcus in decline. 
At the careful spilling out ·of the entrails 
The grim truths are defined in all detail, 
Fron1 the bony air bladder to the pearl of the eye 
That glares desolate at its own insides: 
With the muscular coils on the marble cool slab 
And bright knots of blood and the visceral mass 
Of n1ucus and tissue, cerebral man sees his 
Life hanging and lost in the splayed gut of a fish. 
WILLEM KECKLER 
BRANCUSI'S KISS 
Block of natural stone 
mitotically divided 
into two primitive lovers 
in an arms-around embrace 
seemingly afraid of the flight 
into separate space. 
Universal eroticism: 
a kiss in the jungle 
a kiss in the woods 
a kiss in an Aztec city 
lit by flambeaux 
a kiss in the magic blue 
light of the poles . . . 
in any case 
a kiss en plein air, 
beneath approbatory stars ... 
a kiss for all times 
a kiss for all places 
take one example . . . 
drum-tattoo beaten 
beneath the large African moon 
Upon the lonely plain · 
he pulls 
her shadowy black beauty 
to his own. 
Lion-eyes, lit by stars 
watch in the tawny gr~sses . . . 
nothing animal comes near 
the spirit of the kiss. 
KECKLER 89 
STRANGE BIRDS 
Esenin once begged 
his sister Shura 
never to forget 
that "once there lived 
strange birds upon the earth." 
Such is my love for you, 
as the word of a fern 
whitened for ages between two stones. 
Our passion is like the rainbow screecher 
who haunted early mimosa trees, 
half-bird, half-reptile, 
between two worlds, 
shrill proclaimer of the sun. 
What sense now in those scenes 
of slammed doors and violence? 
We have passed already, 
and only these fos~ils remain. 
Words,. impressions of joy and grief-­
here a spread of iridescent tail feathers, 
here your head turned toward the sea. 
DAVID CHORLTON 
THE MYSTIC. HILDEGARD 
Hildegard has a silkworm in her heart. 
Her soul is thread. 
Ecstasy is a tangle 
and the worm spins a world 
around the branches of her lungs. 
Hildegard winds 
silk on her transparent hands, 
tightening the spirit 
on the flesh. She is invisible, 
having bound herself entirely 
in the silkworm's joy. 
Her skin is light. 
She is a spiral 
drilling the sky. The worm 
works on. Even 
small creatures must be fed, 
and from the floating heart, 
it chews a daily ration. 
The soul streams endlessly 
within us, but silk 
is our own flesh grinding 
in the teeth of the mystery. 
CHORLTON 91 
THE EARLY HOURS 
A sleepless night. The electric moon 
rolls between clouds. In the streets 
a few cars trickle, humming 
aimless tunes. Across the city 
dreams are sparkling in the dark, 
as brilliant as crickets 
whose knees outsing the clocks 
that are so old 
as they step 
back and forth in living rooms. 
Sleepers wander 
where they would n ot go in daylight, 
like the Chinese t raveler 
who loaded his b oat with books 
and sailed across the moon's reflection, 
never to return. 
KEITH WILSON 
"LIFE IS A GLORY!" 
--for Everett Campbell 
So shouted Rilke as he died Within 
the consuming flames of his own agony. 
trapped inside his erupting. destructive body. 
that old friend he had been so close to. 
Now his body is a barrier to be fought through; 
death. a fine prize to be won at all costs. 
Ah. he might say, now it is harder to die than 
it ever was to live through the nights of dark 
December, when the branches sketched 
crisp lines across thick winter skies --
or in bright May at the heaving earth's 
awakening when the gates of fire and ice 
must be thrust, lancelike, with one's own 
body while inside you scream your last acceptance 
something wailing from deep Within the shell 
it leaves behind in the glittering life, 
the rich blood and bone tapestry now dissolving 
grey Wisp of morning with no stars to light 
a death that already has its own firestruck glories. 

















ISA DE QUESADA 
WOMAN IN ARMS 
I~ a revolutionist. a woman in arms in the streets 







Yes, America the home of the free 
free to starve in the Appalachian Mountains 
free to be brutalized in Signal Hill and Long Beach 
free to remain ignorant in the streets of East LA and Santa Ana 
free to be homeless in Los Angeles, Chicago, New York and Washington, D.C. 
I am a woman in arms playing a guitar instead of a machine gun 
for violence that spills blood leaves us wounded, murdered in our tombs 
hopelessly fighting · 
fighting.
Violence begets violence and in the silence of death I pull the triggered 
chords, bombarding notes on the heads of little children in blue hope that 
they may be saved, that they may hear see feel 
the fierceness behind art music poetry 
for these are the weapons that change the heart of man to love and peace 
and humanity. These are the weapons that make us crave the embrace 
the touch of a mother's hand, 
of a lover's kiss. 
I look out the window to the world to find the dust of clouds smoked gray 
.streaked blood to salmon shades floundering in the sky as the tanks named 
Human Rights roll down their streets, their houses, their homes 
reaped from the soil by foreign hands 
their mothers their sisters their brothers, 
and their fathers' blood overflows in a barrel on a desolate comer where the 
prostitute used to stand and the drug dealer used to find his man and the 
addict used to sell his body, soul or lies to Contra men. 
I now walk these streets in shame with their sweat, their blood and their 
tears in me; but the lies marked truth of America tattooed on my forehead, 
arms and legs. I am camouflaged: an angel in devil's clothes with a guitar for 




There is a point at which one must start 
He started under the deep v lt f .
nothing so much as stars On re auh. o a sky whose pinpricks resembled 
projecting up, arching and .ribb d ac ing b~ck, he could feel the cool wall, 
him, floating through densely~pae;;;dso shfhfy, but not breathing. Around 
marbled faces set in their troubled e p~r ic es, the faces of pawns, the 
weighted on luminescent boards whxpressions. When not in motion, they sat 
touched. These were scattered at hea~s~ sq~~es changed shapes upon being 
must be a room. Or some ortion of eve a out what, he suddenly realized, 
pawns, lowering it gingerl 6nto a ne a room. He moved one of the nearer 
fingers off the piece it s yran ba kw_ square.. But, the moment he took his 
transitions, to its previou~ pofitio~ H~ntr~ ~e3i~s of arcs and barely-visible
the same result. In a rush of . ie is several times. always with 
striking left and right sendin ~fer• he be~an to knock away the pawns 
floor. They floated back to wher~ theemh!~mblmg,. bouncing to the mirrored 
without revealing the slightest disc!mt 
t~ 
t b~en without a murmur of protest, 
the air thinned and he could see clearl or . ~ no?ded ~d ~ontinued. Soon, 
-and underfoot. He knelt down to rJ p~npncks twinkling far overhead­
marble. It was a blue tongue and h d n is ongue along the veins of the 
licked the marble blindly following a thtas~ed much that made no sense. He 
surface, till he came to the ed e of so e n~er that flowed Just beneath its 
ev_erything was only half of whgat he h:fthmg. Upon loo~ng up, he noticed 
middle from firmament to foundation Ah c~me to expect, sheared down the 
the thick air rolled on i·n waves f. ~a , there was nothing; behind him . , reezing all in ·t th • 
dnnkers in pink cafes • the rats brush. th . i s pa : the lugubrious 
room. Soon, he kne~. the tern erat~~g eir teeth; the visitors in the guest 
moros~ intractable cold snuffinf out e~ w~ld drop to absolute zero, the 
couldn t move from the edge fior the d en e thought of thought. Yet he
th d . • e ge was all ther H · . e a .vancing wall, watching it fill the entir e w~s. . e turned to face 
pinpricks. It, too, was veined and m. ~ vault, watching it extinguish the 
being pushed back, back to the limit ~~r~~ed a;:/ and he could see himself 
last moment, as he was about to lun ; w ch there was nothing. At the 
tongue. It sizzled against the wail st~ :.romfthe edge, he stuck out his blue 
above the void, making whining n~ise;c ~~g ;st, tand he dangled helplessly ~mptying, a stream of semen squeezed ~ut i~;h?r moment more, his bowels 
it snapped with the cold and he fell Or h : s runken testicles. And then 
For there was really no fallin . Rath~~ e _oug?t.
mouth full of blood and salt wate~· the , f ~limbing, a swimming upwards 
been a blue tongue. Upwards, ever ~ w;dau_ enzed stump of what might hav~ 
then threatening to burst, the pecfurals s ;~~e dark, the lui:igs forming and 
stroke. Come, come, a voice seemed to calf Th ng. stron~er with each breast 
Come. Upwards, then, beyond claustroph.obiaeri is magic awaiting you here. 
beyo1:d the dream of consciousness and star, eyond the saline pressure, 
~nowmg the exact moment the surface of thi systems. Upwards, then, not 
into a wetness with tangled roots and hot£ . s world was pierced, emerging 
layers of se~tience, that took the limp b detid brea~h ~d a tree that grew in 
branches, v10lating it repeatedly till the fio 1~ andf sliced it open with its dead ee mg o her emerged. 
And she understood, shuddering, the unacceptable, snapping a twig from 
the spent tree. Thus it fell upon her to sweep away the remnants, the last 
traces of the ache, knowing full well what it meant--that she alone kept the 
temperature slightly above absolute zero, that she alone had swum the empty 
distance, th gap between one edge and the next. For there were real stars 
glittering in th tr e, not pinpricks, and it was toward those she started to 
climb, a branch at a time, stopping occasionally to look down at what had 
become a frozen sea below her. the waves solid, some reaching up like 
clenched fists in desperation. While still close to the ground, she could see 
the transparent creatures thrown up from the bottom. trapped, their huge 
eyes burnt away; she could see the dolphins and the whisper of a child's 
breath; she could see a tiny tongueless shape emitting a halo of cracks that 
almost made it to the surface--but not quite. Not quite. And, as she climbed, 
she brushed against the soft. furry bark and was eye-witness to the shells left 
behind by creatures in a hurry, for there were limbs everywhere, torn in the 
fleeing. And kitchen utensils. And a book on matrix algebra. Telephones 
ringing, transmitting encoded data. On the higher levels, half-hidden by the 
foliage, entire banks of electronic circuits called out to be re-activated, some 
enticing her with screens upon which checkerboard patterns shifted 
constantly. But she didn't stop until she arrived at the top. poking her head 
through just as the tree crumbled to nothing beneath her and the hole sealed. 
healing itself from her invasion.
And she reasoned it instantly as her world: featureless, a metallic gray one 
moment; the next, tumescent with colour, full of crystal and alpha waves. The 
effort. the attempt to focus caused it to change. to invert itself. Invariant was a 
glow on the horizon, like a semi-dome. She began to walk toward it, kicking 
aside the tiny plants that puffed into the air, bursting like miniature rainbows. 
And, walking, she didn't notice the edge of the buzz-saw that sang in the sky 
above her. almost invisible on its side, held together by a furious energy--and 
that sliced her in half, clean across the middle, without feeling or pain. Just a 
cold gushing around her wai~t. the nerve endings retracting and a tiny bird 
that fluttered about her, straining to get away. But she wouldn't let it go. 
clutched at it desperately as she tottered to the ground, legless, awaiting the 
vertical cut that would finish her off. It didn't come. Instead, a veined 
checkerboard floating nearby sizzled flat against her wound and the nerve 
endings reached out like roots to imbed themselves. one by one, in the 
unyielding metal and the tiny bird flew to safety. Truncated, she rose into the 
sky. tongue swelling in her mouth. But it wasn't her tongue alone, not hers 
alone. She felt a sharing with another half-creature whose pulse was directly 
opposite hers and. no matter how hard she tried, she couldn't twist herself 
around to see it. Only feel the duality: one moment, the stump of a tongue, the 
next, a slithering snake; one moment, an Amazon's breasts, the next, smooth 
Apollonian muscles: one moment, a deep damp cave full of life and sentience, 
the next. a worm's deadly eye. And she twisted, swirling toward the horizon. 
watching the pinpricks pass directly overhead. marking the zenith, the other 
half of the room, the half-glow of flesh and metal. It was only later, much 
later, that she realized there was no air. 
There is a point at which one must end. 
Else, continue forever. 
STEVE KOWIT 
SUZUKI MASAFUMIFlying 
Seven fom1er followers of bearded guru Mahiri hi Mahesh Yogi have gone to court 
claimin~ the famed myslic is a failure -- becau e he didn't l ach them lo Dy.... "Flying 
con lilutccl hopping with the legs fold din th lolu po ilion," aid th g ru' ground d 
. -di ciplc .... Each wants $9 million from the mahiri hi. 
(WceklyWorld Ne\vs) 
What we did, Your Honor, was hop 
up & down on the floor 
with our legs pretzeled together, 
when what I had paid for 
was for n1y parents to see me 
fly gracefully over the rooftops 
so I could wave down, 
kicking a little for speed 
like I was swimming. 
''That's my kid up there!" 
my dad would say to the neighbors 
as if it were nothing, 
but all afternoon he'd stand there 
pretending to water the lawn, 
looking over his shoulder 
& grinning. 
Instead, Your Honor, the kundalini 
that Mahirishi told me 
was going to waken & rise 
fron1 inside my ethereal body 
& set me aloft, 
turned out to be less 
like a coiled serpent asleep 
at the base of my spine 
than some sort of bedspring 
stuck to the seat of my pants 
& on which -- to my mom's 
constant annoyance & dad's 
unending contempt & the jibes 
of my sister. for whom 
I was Hern1an the Yo-yo, 
the world's most kickable clown, 
I'd bounce up & down day & night, 
reciting 1ny mantra, desperate 
to rise off that carpet, 
& sail thru the window 
& out of that house 
& disappear over the suburbs 
into the clouds 
like a bird 
that had broken out of its cage 
or a child's balloon 
someone who wasn't careful enough 
had let go of. 
PATRIC JONES 
Gail Is Lame 
I could write a book 
On any subject but rain 
Because I never got 
Wet when I didn't want to. 
Oh no, here comes the word 
That can make me eat cockroaches or 
Pull my eyelids off. 
Then I'd have to see everything 
Until my eyes 
Dried up, 
Popped out of my head, and rolled 
Back into your mouth 
Where they belong. 
JOEL KUPER 
some old funeral song 
A beer in the setting 
sun, 
(old news these days) 
with the girls 
coming in from 
being out in their 
bathing suits. 
smoking cigarettes, 
and filling the air 
with swirls of 
ghosts dancing to 
some old funeral song. 
Smiling in the shadows 
is the cat sprawled 
on the sidewalk, 
ears flicking in 
winks while the 
grass moves in a 
breeze as if it 
is trying to uproot 
itself over the 
whirl of the bus 
humming by on the 
juice of two wires 
strung in the sky. 
What a concept-­
these weeping green 
trees are brushing 
the darkening sky 
as I have a sip 
more of beer under 
the old adage, 
"death could prove to be 
a big disappointment" 
'cause there would be 
no more to look 
forward to. 
Then I ponder in 
a drip of thought, 
life really is worth 
dying for. 
HEIDI WATSON 
Rushing for Patience 
Like time I have lived forever, 
Like time I have seen if all, from the terrible to the wondrous. 
I have been stretched and distorted, as if I am going the speed of light. 
My structure has been altered throughout the centuries. 
I have searched for a place to send my source. 
My home is not so beautiful anymore. 
I have been discouraged by the negative influences in this day. 
I see light through, ironically coming from a dark and distant place. 
Space, if holds the answers to my questions. 
I should like to travel to the cold, uninhabitable corners of time. 
Maybe then I shall discover what exactly time is. 
It may be a foreboding, icy home, but what is it here? 
It is a peaceful abode, where those spirits of time are at rest, 
traveling while at rest. 
How nice it will be to discover all that the universe has in its 
possession, reluctant to surrender its secrets. 
Like it, I too have seen more than words can tell. 
I have suffered through ordered chaos. 
I shall enjoy spending the eons among the unknown. 
I shall remove the burden of time from my shoulders. 
To place it where it belongs, amongst the stars. 
Do not attempt to search me out. I am everywhere, and at the same 
time I am nowhere. Waiting for the second. 
A second is so long in space... 
IMAD NOURI 
SMOKE .. · 
You are now living in the black smoke 
the smoke of the oppressive profit 
that could kill any God or prophet 
we're living in the smoke that exploits us 
and takes the human being out of us ... 
we're breathing the happy smoke 
that produces and sells love to us 
Our bodies and minds are their demands 
and their smokes are our supplies . . . 
for jobs we apply 
and their smoking machines we get 
to fit in their. dreams 
but their dreams are our nightmares 
yes we're living in the big smoke 
we're rolled up in that big joint 
the joint of their pleasures . . . . 
yes we're burned to get them higher and higher ... 
In the end we're the ashes ... 
The ashes of their last puff 
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Michael Horovitz Midsummer Morning Jog Log Five Seasons Press 1986 ill. Peter 
Blake. The sheer difficulty of diction in this long poetic piece almost dictates that it be read 
aloud -- even in hushed tones -- to gather the full brunt of the words. Not exactly stream o' 
consciousness; more like a dewdrop intermittently falling from a leaf: loudly though, since the 
images frequently Jump from the page and play havoc with your eyebones. I felt myself sucked 
into the flow, the subtly placed rhyme quirks, the bare force behind raw experience. This ain't 
no trudge through the woods -- this is a dance without stuffy didactic, a romp and a naked look. 
670 lines of pastoral playfulness, an ode to "those blotchy bevies/ of bullocks that snort/ at 
tough tussocks and sheep dogs/ and joggers and wasps." -Greg Wise 
Arthur Sze River River Lost Roads Publishers. This flowing brilliance drawing on the 
myriad facets of Sze's experience as Chinese-American influenced by the Southwest American 
poetic tradition is inspiring in its subtle strength. To "crush a possibility" is to know that "the 
world is more than you surmise", and these word configurations enable the reader to tap into 
that same dedicated feeling-viewing of the world in which the juxtaposition of images 
emphasizes the sheer revelation of life. Written from the inside looking out and eventually 
back in.- Greg Wise 
Donald Fuston Ouch. Crafted in a unique voice, this insightfully Joyful collection of 
Fuston's shorter poems is composed of clever pieces reminding me strangely of a haiku-ish 
barrage of simplicity boiled into startlingly bare and pertinent diction that happens to capture 
the true nature of the situation at hand, in tum giving the reader a brief glimpse of the poet. 
Highly recommended. 
Richard Christ IDEALISM And Early Wish Fulfillment ed. Richard Perez Seves ($5 
from Angel Sun POB 8288 Flushing, NY 11352) Like the sun sneaking a peak from behind 
clouds every now and then, the bulk of this book is sensually descriptive prose narrative 
worked into a disjointedly poetic verse structure while the latter half is filled with shorter, 
more coherently thoughtful writing, suspended on the edge of pain.--Greg Wise 
Thomas Wiloch The Mannikin Cypher (bomb shelter props PO Box 12268 Seattle, WA 
98102 $3.95) 'We sit before a sheet of blank paper. We lift a pencil. We charge this white pulp 
with meaning." Extremely thought-provoking collection of short fictive pieces filled with a 
vast array of intensely deep analogies (if I may be simplistic) disguised as narratively 
associated events that twist the manacles of your perception, coupled with some nice xerox art. 
Worth it.--Greg Wise 
Nina Zivancevic More or Less Urgent (New Rivers Press 1988) Regarded as a kind of 
free-wheeling Patti Smith in her home country of Yugoslavia, Nina Zivancevic flew away from 
Eastern Europe in 1974 and crash-landed in the ruins of post-Beat Greenwich Village. This, her 
first U.S. book, chronicles with a kind of hungover, slightly bored, nonchalant irony, the 
delicate dramas of 16 years in New York City's art and poetry scene, steeped in her unique up­
to-the-elbows-in-life romanticism. These poems are street driftings, cosmic telephone raps, 
early morning yawns, cigarette musings, casual daydreams. It is like listening to Slim 
Gaillard on a beat-up stereo or wondering when the grey mantle of February sky will lift or 
searching for those connected moments in a century of dissolution. Her mastery of the English 
language hints of orality and occasionally has a letter-to-hone quality and is distinctly and 
uniquely her own. Her poems trace tangential lines of thought and relationship like a troupe of 
trapeze artists on holiday. There is also a tenderness and sadness to this volume that never 
touches self-pity, but remains true, compassionate and carefree. 
MAGAZINE REVIEWS 
ABRAXAS (31. 30th Anniversary Issue, $3.00) 2518 Gregory St., 
Madison WI 53711 (Ed. Ingrid Swanb rg) An 80 page 20th anniver ruy 
II -poetry Issue that speaks In the tongue of life's M scnce in di lects of 
wind and whale, lee and surf, with absolute Integrity and a thoughtful 
rein on enllmentallty. The collection I a thoroughly spirit -purging 
well pool of fundamental truth that, in a literary tempest of 
fashionable bellicose howling sho k -pop pseudo poetry deriving It 
In plraUon from grade-C life tyles of instant gr tlficatton under 
s uperficial scrutiny. transcends the transience of the transient (say 
that 10 times) to fondle the lustrous core of what it really means--has 
always meant-• to be living, thinking and feeling beings in an immense 
and potentially lonely place. Particularly powerful in their accomplished 
grasp of the elusive ethereality of the human soul. Include pieces by 
Tomasz Jastrun, Judith E. Johnson and Joseph Bruchac, who have 
you convinced that capturing frozen breath on a February morn 
involves the mere flick of a sensitive wrist and a cupped hand. Tough to 
think of three better spent dollars--so, yeah, I guess I liked it, okay. 
BLUE JACKET (24, $4.00J Blue Jacket Press %Yuichi Seki. 1-5-54 
Sugue-cho, Sanjo City, Nllgata-Ken 955 JAPAN (Ed. Yusuke Keida) Solid 
and comprehensive mostly-Japanese mag focusing on hard-hitting 
Beat and post-Beat writers, both Japanese and Amertcan. 
BOHEMIAN (March 1990 38) 2 -11-16 Tarnachi, Kawasakl-ku, 
Kawasaki-sh!, Kanagawa-ken 210 JAPAN (Ed . Tokio Ikeda) This ls a 
small but very regular zinc prtmarily in Japanese, but periodically 
features new work by American poets like John Solt, Greg Wise and
others. 
CALmAN 6. Impeccably clean 216 page issue of this hyper-aware 
magazine. The theme here is no less modest, or seemingly opium 
induced, than a complete restructuring of Detroit into a "practical 
utopia," a cityscape wrapped (or, better, rapt) in the living, breathing 
energy of a multiplicity of human inspiration. Detroit, right? Well, 
where better to raze the dead and create the living? And, after reading a 
practical vision or three offered here, I admit to becoming a Practical 
Utoplanite convert myself. Theme aside, the poetry, essays, fictions and 
artwork are of a first-rate quality that will provide the fine arts and 
literature-starved reader a rich blend of multifarious sense-stimuli to 
both appeal and appease. Too extend the metaphor beyond good sense. 
CaUban 6 quite simply ls a smorgasbord of intellectually-spicy literary 
eats, 'O loosen the hat band and dig 1n. (One questionable layout 
decision concerning the use of arbitrary symbols as filler in the table of 
content section- -but. hey, maybe I'm just not hip to the new and 
urbanesque .) Semiannually. $8/year 1ndlv1duals. P .O. Box 4321, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan 48106. 
COUNTER CULTURE The Journal of Diner Appreciation (No. 5) 
2370 Monroe-Concord Rd ., Troy OH 45373 (Ed. Sean Wolf Hill) 
Everything you wanted to know about the state of the American diner. 
Sean Wolf Hill has criss-crossed this expansive land of ours in search of 
intact, authentic diners and documents his discoveries. "Diners on 
Film," ''Kent Ohio Diners," 'Diner Postcards" are just a few of the many
features in this issue! 
FACTSHEET FIVE ! No. s22, $2.00 J 6 Arizona Ave.. 
Renesselaer, NY. ( Mike Gunderloy ) Still the most comprehensive and 
regular of the "review mags," each 1ssue of this 120+ pp dictionary is 
crammed full of hundreds of informative and humorous tidbits on 
alternative Printed Matter and Networking. Hopefully Gunderloy's
matlperson doesn't travel by foot! 
THE DUPLEX PLANET (No. 97, $1.50) P.O.Box 1230, Saratoga 
Springs NY 12866 (Ed. David Greenberger) Simply said, this is one of 
the most unusual and brilliant rnagaztnes in existence. Editor 
Greenberger, while working at a nursing home in upstate New York, has 
conducted thousands of un-edited off-the-cuff Interviews of residents 
and compiles the interviews in magazine form, each issue focusing on a 
different topic. Sound intriguing? Now numbering over 100 issues w/ 
cover art often by Jad or David Fair, prevtous topics have included 
Coffee, Mona Lisa, Outer Space, Haircuts, Guitars, Gravity, the 60s, 
Cadillacs and Nuclear Weapons. Wonderfully Wise, warm and delightful! 
EDGE a literary forum for Japan (AUTUMN 1989, $6) 1933-8 
Hazama-cho, Hachioji-shi, Tokyo 193 JAPAN (Ed. Richard Evanom 
Along with the Kyoto Review, Edge is probably the top English language 
literary magazine currently published again, focusing primarily on 
poets and artists who have experienced Japan or are 1n some way 
connected to the country. Contributors for this issue include Gary 
Snyder, Edith Shlffert, Jeff Poniewaz, John Ashbery and many others. 
Recommended. 
FISHDRUM (l ■ sue#S, $2.50) 626 Kathryn Ave., Santa Fe NM 
87501 (Ed. Robert Winson) Cool New Mexico mag that deserves your 
attention, this Zen-inspired issue features an article on Robert 
Johnson and Emily Dickinson (I) and contributions by Keith Wilson. 
Miriam Sagan and others. 
FORCED EXPOSURE (# 1s, Summer 1989 3 .00) Box 1 1. 
Waltham, MA 02254 (Ed. Jimmy John on and Byron Coley) What c 
be said about Fore d Expo thal hasn 't already b en aid? This i!i 
mo l comprchen Ive and lnformallv guide to abra~ive, al,u Ive 
dang rous culture that's l,een put forth to date . Th mag h the- l 
altitude of F'ilm Threat, the unflln hln, cour ge of RE/SEARCH an 
healthy sense of humor. 1111 ls ue fe ture big Interview with tt c 
Sun City Girls, DI manda Galas, K.W. Jeter, fiction by Ric hard M It r 
and Steve Albini & other luff l,y Lydia Lunch, Tesco Vee and ,Jo •1 
Crawford. A steal for $3.00. Subscribe and get rare records! 
frogpond (Volume Xii, Number 4, $5) "If haiku 's your bag, th n 
frogpond's your mag" Actually, I don't think they would pick such 
inelegant slogan, but if you are struck by the Japanese 5-7-5 sylla
fonn, then you would certainly be advised to peruse this period k 
which gives credence to the idea that some of the most vibrant h aik 
being Written in English (and Spanish). For those of us who h,
difficulty conceiving of a society permeated by poetry Oike Japan) 
dally Writing of "haiks" can be a wonderful way to simply connect 
one's immediate surroundings and the eternal Now. frogpond offers 






HIPPO ($2.50) 28834 Boniface Dr.. Malibu CA 90265 (Ed. Karl H 
Solid enough xerox mag o' fiction, poetry, art ·n- essays. This I e 
features a Gerard Locklin short story. 
HOME PLANET NEWS Independent Arts Quarterly (No, 6 , 
$2.00) P.O.Box 415, Stuyvesant Station, New York NY 10009 (Ed. 
Dame/Donald Lev) 
INK DISEASE (Issue 15, $1.50, 76pp) 4563 Marmion Way. l s 
Angeles CA 90065) Ink Disease, the little brother of Flipside, ls per}- n 
the last remaining punk fanzine to retain the original spirit r d 
enthusiasm of punk's heyday ('77 · '83). While Flipside tends to cater 
the Neanderthal scenesters and Maximum Rock•n·Roll to mind! 
punk-as-political-and-social-change theorists and Forced Exposure o 
embittered record collectors, Ink Disease remains simply for the ( 
who enjoys the music. This issue features stuff on Fugazi, Bad Reh on, 
Beatnigs, Stiff Little Fingers, loads of reviews and the obligatory
Weirdos shot. 
KEROUAC CONNECTION (No.IS Autumn 1989, $2.50) l 
Worthing Road, Patchway, BRISTOL DS12 SHY ENGLAND (Ed. D V" 
Moore) Scholarly and ultra-informative and detailed magazin f 
Kerouac and the Beat Generation. Excellent publication. 
LOST AND FOUND TIMES (no. 25, $3) Lost & Found TI,r1t 
has enjoyed a l 5-ycar small press history of publishing the unllkelir t 
and most delightful poems with the same energy and verve that mak 
Duplex Planet shine. Edited by the Jiggling and writhing Joh n 
Bennett of Columbus OH. LFT scores more hits than misses with H 
skewed potshots of perturbed pugnacity, Give your brain a joy ride a j 
subscribe today. "lnsults ... the past 3,000 years of literature" •·TI !•NATION 
NANCY'S MAGAZINE (Vol. 6 No. 1, $2) P.O.Box 02 108 
Columbus OH 43202 (Ed. Nancy Donnell-Kangas) Nancy's Magazin I 
a collection of essays, poetry, and newspaper ads dealing w ith 
transportation. It has a bit of a catalog elTcct to It. The magazine u s 
advertisements , recipes, and helpful hints in an elTort lo be silly. 
NEW DEPARTURES (No. 15, $4) Piedmont, Blsley, Stroud, 
Glos GL6 7BU, ENGLAND (Ed. Michael Horovitz) Absolutely the m o 
kickass and viable literary mag out of England, New Departures is the 
ongoing brainchild of Michael Horovitz, although there hasn't been dJl 
issue in a while. Still, back issues are available and should be sought o 
immediately. New Departures' contributors list reads like a history of 
this centurtes avant-garde: Ivor Cutler, Ralph Steadman, Attila Utc­
Stockbroker, John Cooper Clarke, John Cage, William S. Burroughs, 
Gunther Grass, Kathy Acker, Linton Kwesi Johnson, Loi Coxh il!, 
Adrian Henri, Heathcote Williams. Roger McGough, etc etc.. . 
NEW RIVER FREE PRESS (Nov-Dec 1989. Free) P.O.Box 
Blacksburg VA 24063. Solid grassroots political paper out of Appalach. 
with Western Hemisphere concerns. Reading copies available at Halla 
Pizza in Yellow Springs. 
ONTHEBUS (Volume I Number 3 $8) Los Angeles ls such a badass 
city that one wouldn't really expect the "armpit of the angels" to host the 
singlemost Vibrant and growing literary scene in the U.S. and one tha t 
probably won't be recognized right away, because the American literary 
mafia has it's base in New York City and San Francisco. Editor J ack 
Grapes certainly has got his thumb on the pulse of some migh ty 
powerful Writing and ONTHEBUS grows in quality and thickness with 
each passing Issue. This issue features cool shit by Richard Kostalanetz 
Hubert Selby Jr., Robert Dassanowsky-Harns, Steve Kowit, Michael C . 
Ford, Gerald Locklin and other literary outlaws. 188 jam-packed pages!
(a steal at only 8 clams) 
WN FOX (Issue #8, FREE for SA.S.E.) P.O.Box 47,
QUICK BRO hields) This eight page booklet of poetry 
Youngwood PA 15697 (Ed. t ·f / B111 Shields, Robert Bove' and Richardcontains poems from peop e I e 
Wilmarth. REVIEW OF LITERATURE (No. 17) 
THE REDNECK lo e Reedy) Hoo boyl My 
p O.Box 730, Twin Fall ID 83301 (Etdwi. Pthene npaudio Is ue (cas ettc 
· ag has come ou f t offavorite we tern m thentlc bullethole through the ron cover 
format), complete with L~ l nln" to the du ty voices of Ford Swetnam , 
the accompanying text. t. h d Rick Arde nger • one can 
Wil11am Studebaker, II raid Wynd ~ angh ge- hoked arroyos and 
almo t hear the low wind whi ·perin rou 
tand of sol mn pondero pine. 3 $3 00) P.0 .Dox 68075, Vi rginia 
SHRED (Volume Unknown, No.hi' . ) Ho t comtc-b ook-tumed­
Beach VA 23455 (Ed . John~Iu~ i::t~11llams Interview and lotsa
skater-art-mag. Get this for e o 
boss graphics. ti al (Vol lil Issue No . 1. $6.00) 
THE SIGNAL Network l~t:X-:t :~ Idaho ·w1' straight layout and 
Solid literature & arts magaz1;the better markets for young. energetic
purpose, which remains one o 
writers. WINDOW (#sl & 2) % Jay H . 
STORIES FROM THE ruz cA 95062 . snappy 11'1 
Curkendall. 741 N. B;ai:_1clforr.:ms:~~ ~thee detrttus. Imaginative! 
xeroxed zinc of oflbeat ct10":3 al Arts & Literature (Issue No, 9 1988, 
THIRD RAll., lnternation:Jes CA 90046 (Ed . Uri Hertz) Third R_ail 
$7 .95) P .O .Box 46127, Los Ang e and art mags on the scene with 
Is one of the more klckass Hterat~ I d 't know 1f they've published 
strong international focus, althoug I ~nk of all the mags I've come 
an issue since this one two years ago. 
I st to what I consider the perfect
across, Third Ratl comes ~I ost t issues devoted to people like 
magazine, with kno~ledgea e ea~:~lace Berman and contrtbutlons 
Kenneth Rexroth, Juhan Beck and Kata 1rl Antler Morgan 
by folk like Ira Cohen, JohnanSo~tili!~~f;:y fave-~ ~k-sling~rs. If you 
Gibson, Art Good times and m ofthis whilst whiling away the hours in 
come across any back lssu~ t 11 costs Indispensable. (I myselfWest Coast bookshops. snap em up a a . 
am looking for Issues #1-6. hint hint) $3 00) p O Box 7606,
WHITEWALL OF SOUND (Number Five, . . . f 
Ak OH 44306 (Ed. Jim Clinefelter) Large xerox zblneJ o;~ : 
ron I & di erse stuff here:poetry Y O •
Northeastern Ohio. Lotsa coo Iv Mansardismic architecture, 
Dennett. Sean Wolf l llllll'(sMtrllc eR~~ket from the Tombs)• Charlotteinterviews with Craig Be rrors, 
Pre sler on S&M and more. This is Girl 
WIG OUT! (No. 15) P.O. Box 44633, Tacoma WA 98444. fi tu i 
, fb d 60 op teen culture. Best ea re s
Trouble's ongoing magazu~e o "a s fucludes reviews of discs by Mr. 
"Greatest Records of All T1me1_, wlhiDch Bonaduce and morel plus a
Spock, Jackie Jocko, Evel Kmeve , anny 
Girl Trouble tour diary and lots more. WA 98111 
ZERO HOUR 3(Issue #2, $ .oo 36~~~~~o~;~~~a~~'1 throws 
(Ed. Jim Jones) Zero Hour (WHERE b focusing on the aberrations and 
a new slant on contempo Americana Y ty This Issue is an irreverent I 
disease processes ~at ope~ate ln9~':,.s~~ j;_.mkles, drug merchants, 
and fun look at Add1ctt_on 1 II treated with an intelligent punk 
television and famous addicts are at are cool photos and info on hard­
conscience. Also scattered through~ t ) The next issue will deal w/
hitting music (Fluid, Mudhoney, u e c. 
Pornography. 
WHY 
•IT 15 So ' 
bios 
J.S. Anlpleforth (".....a mild, ineffectual, dreamy crcature......with 
very hairy ears and a surpr1sing talent for .....produclng garbled 
versions of poems...... " -George Otwell, 1984) is actually a student of 
uncertainty at Wright State University. 
Antler has often been called Wisconsin's Whitman and spends 
much of his time afoot in the wilderness of Canada and the Upper 
Great Lakes regions. He is the author of Factory (City Lights. 1980) 
and Last Words (Ballantine Books, 1986). With Allen Ginsburg and 
Gary Snyder, he read with a delegation of poets from the People's 
Republic of China at the Museum of Modern Art in New York in 
November of '88. 
bill bissett living in london Ontario n vancouvr be sing n write 
lyriks for band luddites & record with chris meloche sound poetree n 
narraUv work ''fever thots" in hard 2 beleev 1990 talonbooks "fever 
thots" recordid with chris meloche box 11 78 stn B london ontario 
N6A 5K2 canada recent book what we have -Talonbooks -van be 
recent Ip Luddites recent tape shining spirit with chris meloche 
also am paintr n college assemblage maker -other personell in 
lu.ddites gerry collins % murry favro 
Peter Blake is a celebrated ruralist pop artist who recently 
illustrated Michael Horovitz's book, Midswnmer Morning Jog Log. The 
drawings he did for the book were noted as "quite autonomous 
miniature masterpieces." He also did the cover drawing for The 
Wolverhampton Wanderer. 
Charles Borkhuis. poet/playwright/winner of the Dramalog 
Award for his play, Phantom Limbs. His poems have appeared in 
Caliban. Oblique and Mu.dfish 
Kristin Brucker Is an Ohio poet currently finishing up an 
English degree at Wright State. She has organized readings of local 
women poets and loves the moon. 
David Chorlton is the co-editor of nie Signal which is a bl­
yearly arts, literature, and ideas publication in Idaho. He currently 
resides 1n Arizona. 
Ira Cohen. born Febrnary 3, 1935 to deaf parents, learned to spell 
with his fingers when he was only one. In 1961 he took a Yugoslavian 
freighter to Tangier where he lived for four years and published 
Gnaoua, a magazine devoted to exorcism. 
In New York he directed the phantasmagorical film The 
lnuasion ofThunderbolt Pagoda and produced Paradise Now, a film of 
the Living Theatre's historic American tour in 1968. 
In 1970 he went to the Himalayas where he started the 
Starstreams Poetry Series under the imprint of Bardo Matrix in 
Kathmandu, publishing the work of Paul Bowles, Gregory Corso and 
Charles Henri Ford, among others. 
Equally known for his photography, he has had many 
shows, notably in London and in New York where he currently resides. 
His latest adventures have taken him to Ethiopia and then to India 
where he photographed & videoed the Kumbh Mela. 
His books include 7 Maroels, Poems from the Cosmic Crypt, 
Gilded Splinters, From the Divan of Petra Vogt, and The Stau.ffenberg 
Cyde & Other Poems. 
Thomas Rain Crowe is a former editor of Beatitude m:>.gazine 
(San Francisco) and Katuah Journal (a Bioregional Journal for the 
Southern Appalachians). Author and translator of several unpublished 
manuscripts, a section of his collected love poems, Leaming to Dance, 
was oublished bv Landlocked Press/Tatlin Books in 1987. He 
currently lives near Cullowhee. NC with his wife, where he Is Editor­
Publisher of New Native Press, and writing a book on "Native American 
Sacred Sites in Southern Appalachians." 
Jeanpaul Ferro has been published widely in such publications 
as Earthwise, The Coe Review, Poetry San Francisco, Purple Patch. He 
has also been editor of Crusades Magazine, Keeper of our Dreams and 
the Rhode Island Poetry Journal 
Stephen Forster is a British writer currently living in Tokyo. H 
was a prizewinner In the recent 'For the Earth" poetry competition 
proceeds of which went to the Japan Tropical Rain Forest Actlo1 
Network. He is also one of the editors of Edge magazine. 
Willem Keckler has published one collection, Loue Poems to B, 
Painted. His work has appeared in Philomel, Blue Ught Review, Fruge 
Chariot and aother undry Journals 
Hiroh Klkai was born In 1945 in the city of Sagae, Yamagat· 
prefecture, Japan. Ile graduated from Hose! University in 1969 with a 
degree in philosophy. He has worked as a truck driver, shipyard 
worker. fisherman and season worker for Isuzu. In 1970 he began 
taking photographs and worked as a darkroom technician 1n Dot 
Technical Photo. In 1979 he began a series of wanderings through 
India and South-East Asia that would provide the images for his 
exhibitions, "Naghi -- Scenery in the Streets" (Tokyo) and "Journey in 
India" (throughout Japan). In 1984 he became a freelance 
photographer. 
Michael Horovitz was born in Frankfort in 1935, the youngest 
of ten children descended from cantors, rabbis, vinters, and Chasidim 
of Hungary. Czechoslovakia, and Bohemia. He has lived in England 
since age two, where 1n the 1960s he led the innovative poetry circus 
Live New Departures and edited New Departures magazine. Michael 
also edited the anthology Children of Albion (Penguin Books, 1969), 
which first introduced a collection of work by the new British 
underground writers. He currently lives in Piedmont, near Eisley, 
Stroud, Gloucester GL6 7BU ENGLAND. His recent books are Growing 
Up: Selected Poems and Pictures 1951·1979, Wolverhampton 
Wanderer and Midsummer Morning Jog Log, all available from the 
author Oust send $20 and see what you get back). 
Sean Johnson is a second·yearEnglish major at Wright State. 
Patric Jones is a fourth-year English major at WSU and plays 
psychotronic guitar for the Oxymorons. 
Keiko Kanda, an award-winning calligrapher, lives with her 
architect husband and their children in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
Her work has appeared in Maledicta. 
Willem Keckler has published one collection, Love Poems to be 
Painted. His work has appeared in Philomel. Blue Light Review, Frugal 
Charlot and other sundry journals. 
Steve Kowit is involved in the Animal Rights movement to stop 
the torture and extermination of our fellow beings In the laboratories, 
slaughterhouses and in the wild. He is also one of a growing number of 
American Jews agitating for the lights of the Palestinian people. Many 
of his poems are slapstick tales on the ego's genius for self-deception. 
His inner work has involved Gurdjiefflan and Buddhist studies. His 
books include Passionate Journey and Lurid Confessions. He is the 
editor of a recent collection of hard-hitting poetry. 'The Mauerick Poets. 
Joel Kuper is currently afoot in Central and South America "to see 
what there is to see." Othertimes, he is pursuing an acting career and 
roaming across the Canadian wilderness. 
Michael Mirolla Is a Montreal short story writer and novelist 
with a series of short fiction published in various magazines in 
Canada, the U.S. and Britain. 
Imad Nouri was born In Damascus, Syria and has been writing 
poetry since he was 13 in both Arabic and French. He is a guitarist, 
social activist and student of psychology/sociology at Wright State. 
Luca Pizzorno is an artist living and working in New York City. 
Martin E. Pleiss ts a fourth-year B.F.A. art student at Wright 
State University. He lives in Yellow Springs. OH. 
Scott Prairie. oral poet, trumpeter, lead shaman for the Hope 
Fools and magic marker artist, currently lives In Yellow Springs In a 
houseful of musical instruments. 
Isa de Quesada currently teaches in Santa Ana and ls Associate 
Editor for Onthebus. Iler work has appeared in Mt. San Antonio 
Writer's Festival Magazine, WES1WORD, PEARL and an anthology by 
Artifact Press. She llves In Huntington Beach. 
Nicole Rousmaniere 1 getting her Ph.D. In Japanese Art 
m toxy from IIarvartl University. She ha a pet king snake, Ariadne. 
Suzuki Masafumi leaves his camera at home when he goes 
partying. He ha been Jiving at the edge of Japanese society and politics 
since his student days. when he was expelled for blowing up a photo he 
took of the university president and placing It at the main gate as a 
mat for students to step on. Aware of Japan's wartime follies in ~tan 
countries, he has exerted himself over the last twenty years to bndge 
solidarity with all oppressed peoples of the earth. Poet, photograph<:r 
and ten·hour-at-a•stretch wanderer through city streets, Suzuki 1s 
also the author of the acclaimed critical study of photography, The 
Myth of the Paper Mirror (1985). He has been rumored to be ~~ 
Japan's Nobcll Prize Committee, but he adamantly denies it as a 
cheap shot at co-opting by the Establishment of broken dreams." 
John Solt completed his dissertation, "Shredding the Tapestry of 
Meaning: The Poetry and Poetics of Kitasono Katue (1902-1978)" at 
Harvard University. He is a scholar and archivist of the Japanese 
avant-garde and is the author of The Memories Are More Than I Can 
Remember (One Mind Don't Press, Tokyo 1980), Underwater Balcony 
(Kaj lnsha Press, Japan, 1988) and anything you don't want you can 
have (XWorld Congress of Poets, Thailand, 1988). 
Mark Tak.Sa is a poet currently living in Rodeo, CA 
John Tritica lives In Albuquerque. His translations of the 
Swedish poet Niklas Tornlund , AU Things Measure Time, was recently 
published by the Landlocked Press . He is researching a descrtptt':'e 
bibliography on Kenneth Rexroth to be published by McJ:arland ~1s 
year. His poems, reviews and translations have appeared m Amencan 
Poetry, Argo, The Greenfield Review, Small Press Review and many 
others. 
Ken Wainio is a Finnish-Italian American poet and playwnght 
Jiving in San Francisco. His plays (such as Rock Bottom) and his p~ms 
(his most recent book being Letters from Al Kemi: Sombre Reptiles 
Press ) h ave been widely produced and published. Religiously p~rsucd 
by the American Surrealist Group, he has managed to avoid hterary · 
labels and card-carrying lies with any American literary group. 
Currently he is at work rewriting a major novel based on an extended 
visit to the Greek island of Amorfos. 
Kenneth Warren is an associate editor at Contact II and 
librarian by profession. Poems from his song cycle, "Rock/The Boat," 
will be featured in the next issue of Interstate. 
Heidi Watson ts a second-year English major at Wnght State 
University and is a fan of the Twilight .zone. Poe and Dali. 
Keith Wilson has pub1ished numerous volumes of wonderful 
try since the mid-sixties. He Is a Professor of English and Poet-in­
~idence at New Mexico State University. His work concerns the Ne~, 
Mexico Southwest, the Sea and what he terms "Emotional Geography. 
His books Include Graves Registry and Other Poems, 11te Shadow of 
Our Bones. While Dancing Feet Shatter the Earth and The Shaman 
Deer. He lives in Las Cruces, New Mexico. 
Greg Wise, poet, punk rocker, bomb·throwing ~arch~st and 
Buddhist scholar will be the first student in ~e U.S. to claim Pah as his 
undergraduate language requirement. He digs.: Fugazt, ~hostakovttch 
and Chinese poetry. His poems have appeared m Bohemian magazine. 
Nina Zivancevic has already published two books in 
Yugoslavia, where she won the equivalent of the -:-merican Book Award 
in 1983. Having lived in New York since 1974, Z1vancevic .is obsessed 
with America, and taught herself a highly idiomatic Arnencan English 
by writing poetry in it. (Her book,) More or Less Urgent details 
Zivancevic's discovery of America, latter-day beats, punk romanticism, 
and other manifestations of the 80's ~ New York, San Francisco, Los 
Angeles. In a sense, she ts more Arnencan than many ofus ~~ writes 
out of a strong, aggressive appetite, humor and waywardness. -- C.W. . 
Truesdale 
THANKS TO: All the contributors, Ivan Abrams, Laura 
Albrecht, Jared Aos, Michael Andre, John Brandi, 
Jeanne & Hardy Ballantine, Michael Basinski, Tokio 
Ikeda, Randall Barnwell, John M. Bennett. Alan Bishop, 
Megan Casey, Byron Coley, Jan Cox, Jim Clinefelter, 
Grace Cavalieri. Sharon Cheslow. Frank Dobson, David 
Greenberger, Theodore Enslln. Steve Filler, Brian 
Fallon, Matt Gauder. Seymour Glass, Art Goodtlmes, 
David D. Ginsburg, Morgan & Keiko Gibson, Girl 
Trouble, Thomas Gilbride, Mike Gunderloy, Dave Hintz, 
Jim Hughes, Leslie Hopkins. Bruce Heckman, Stefan & 
Rose Hofer, Rachel Huffine, Will Inman, Jeff at Stress 
Records, Annette Jander, Yuzuru Katagirt, M.L. Liebler. 
Elizabeth Searle Lamb, David Leach. Ellen Levy. Susan 
Y. Langille. Hiroko Mizutani, Elen C. Maestrelli, Andrea 
Meier, Kathleen McMillan, Richard Meltzer, Dave Moore, 
Gerard Melanga, Sheldon Rochlin, Joe Napora, Elke 
Nork. Migiwa Orimo, Tony Dallas, Jack Schumaker, 
Scott Preston, Lesley P., Jeff Poniewaz, Chris Pleiss, Liz 
and Michael Goodson, Brian & Jennifer Ruppert, 
Penelope Reedy, Suzi, Nanao Sakaki. Gregg Spence, 
Kurt Skinner, Arthur Sze, Karen Seiger, Robert Winson, 
Tsuji Setsuko #1, Tsuji Setsuko #2, Miki Takeda. Ikuyo 
Tani, Tom Trusky, Don Thrasher. Harold Wright, Holley 
Whitley. Jud & Peg Yalkut 
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Gary C. Barlow 
Peter S. Bracher 
Lorna G. Dawes 
Mary Kenton 
David Leach 
Paige E. Mulhollan 
Joanne Risacher 
Willis Stoesz 
Charles Taylor 

